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VOLUME XXV. MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: TUESDAY, JULY 23, 1861. NUMBER 14.
Jhc Ifff. ilelrqon J) etyo clitic
IS PUBLISHED EVERY TUESDAY MORNING,
BY L. UAKPER.
Office in Woodward’s Block, Third Story
TERMS—Two Collars per annum, payable In ad­
vance ; $2,50 within six months ; $3,00 after the ex­
piration of the year.
ifltirg.
DISSOLVE THE UNION.
Dissolve the Union! Who would part 
The chain that binds us heart to heart, 
Each link was forged by sainted sires, 
Amid the Revolution fires,
And oooled— oh, where so rich a flood !
In Warren’s and in Sumter's blood !
Dissolve tho Union’ Bo like Franco, 
When “Terror” reared her bloody lance. 
And when men became destruction’s child, 
And woman, in her passion wild,
Danced in the life-blood of her queen, 
Before the dreadful guillotino.
Dissolve tho Union ! Roll away 
The Spanglod Flog of Glory’s day, 
Blot out the history of the bravo, 
And deseornto each Patriot’s grave, 
And then above the wrock of years, 
Quaff an oternity of tears.
One of the Hard Cases.
Eel tea and all other cures for drunkenuess 
that human science has devised bad been tried 
in vain on Mr. Simeon Tate, an old gentlemen 
residing in the north-western precincts of- 
His wife had used some desperate remedies, 
such as steeping largo quantities of jalap, aloes, 
ipecacuanha, &c., in Simeon’s grog, but he still 
continued to drink with undiminished relish, 
and the consequences of this dosing system were 
more troublesome to Mrs. Tate herself, than to 
Simeon, her husband. Being dead drunk every 
afternoon, within half an hour after he began his 
day’s jollification, (so rapidly did he pour down 
the liquor,) he never felt the slightest inconveni­
ence or unpleasant sensation on account of the 
medicine he had swallowed. At last Mrs. Tate 
bethought herself of another plan of makings 
reformed drunkard ef her lord. With the assis­
tance of her two brothers, she caused her hus­
band, while in a state of insensibility, to be con* 
veyed to an apartment provided for the purpose, 
in another house, and a man with whom Mr. 
i Tate was not acquainted was pmployed to stay 
i wi h him until be recovered the use of his senses. 
This attendant bad received his instructions, and 
was prepared to sot ajpart which was designed to
______________ J__ ; frighten Mr. Tate out of his bad habits.
* — ~ ~7 77. i It was near midnight when Simeon awoke
The War Fever in Baldinsville- >and found himself lying on a pine table in a
by artemcs ward. ■ dim and strange apartment. Raising himself
As soon as I'd recooperated my physikil sys- i 00 on® elbow, he looked around until his eyes
Dissolve tho Union*! Can it be.
That they who speak such words are free ? 
Ore at God ! did any die to save 
•Suoh sordid wretches from the grave— 
When breast to broast and hand to hand, 
Our patriot fathers freed tho land.
Dissolve the Union ! IIo ! Forbear !
The sword of Damocles is thoro;
Cut but a hair and earth shall know 
A darker, deadlier tale of woe 
Than Hi tory’s crimson tale of woo 
Since Nero’s car in Islood e’er roll’d.
Dissolve the Union 1 Speak, ye hills, 
Yo everlasting mountains cry;
TSUr’.ek out 1 ye stro»ms iwid mingling 
And ocean roar in agony!
Dead lleroos 1 leap front Glory’s sod, 
And shield tho Kaasr your blood 1
rills
humorous Wstdlann.
rested on a man seated by a stove and smoking 
a cigar.
“Hallo 1 where am I?” said Simeon.
“In the Medical College,” answered the cigar 
smoker.
“What a’ doing there?’’
“Going to be cut up.”
“How comes that?-’
“Why you died yesterday while you were 
drunk, and we bought your body to make a ‘na- 
toniv.”
“It’s a lie; I'm not dead.”
“No matter. We bought your carcass from 
your wife, who had a right to sell it, for it’s all 
the good she could ever make of you. If you’re 
not dead, that’s not the fault of the doctors, and 
they’ll cut you up, dead or alive.”
“You will do it, eh?” asked the old sot.
“ Aye, to be sure we will- -now directly,” was 
the answer.
“ Well, can't you let us have a little suthin' to 
drink before you begin !"
Mrs. fate and her brothers were hard by but 
out of sight, listening to the dialogue. S^dieoirs 
last speech convinced them that his cake was 
“ Reqniescat in pace J” sed hopeless, and it is not likely that any other at- 
“ Too troo too troo,” I anser- tempt will be made to reform him.
■cd, “ it's a scanderlus fact !’’ u 7"<P "
The newspapers got along at last, chock full "at story.
■of war, and the patriotic fever fairly bust out in We are assume! that once, in Scotland, a 
Baldinsville. ’Squire Baxter sed he didn’t b’lieve ; thrifty leird, finding his store of eggs diminish, 
in Coercion, not one of'em, and could prove bv watched to see how the thieves could carry them 
a file of Eagles of Liberty in his garrit, that it away. He saw three rats go together to the pile 
-was all a Whig lie, got up to raise the price of of pg2«, when, one turning on his back, the others 
whisky and destroy our other liberties. But the | rolled an egg upon him which he clasped safely 
old ’Squire got putty riley when be heard how ; to his bosom, and his companions, taking his tail 
the rebels was cuttin op, and he said he reckoned i in their mouths, started off like a team drawing
tern, I went over to the village. The peasantry 
was glad to see me. The schoolmaster sed it 
was cheerin to see that gigantic intelleck among 
’em onct more. That’s what he called me. I 
like the schoolmaster, and allers send him tobsck- 
er when I'm off on a traveliu cam pane. Besides, 
he is a very sensible man. Such inen must be 
encouraged.
They don’t get news very fast in Baldinsville 
as nothing but a plank road runs in there twice 
a week, and that’s very much out of repair. So 
my nabers wasn't much posted up in regard to 
the wars. ’Squire Baxter sed he'd voted the dim- 
icratic ticket for goin on forty year, and the war 
was a dam black republican lie. Jo. Stackpole, 
who kills bogs for the ’Squire, and has got a 
powerful muscle in Lis arms, sed he’d bet $5 he 
could lick the Crisis in a fair stand-up fight, if he 
wouldn't draw a knife on him. So it went —sum 
was for war and sum was for peace. The school­
master, however, sed the Slave Oligatky must 
cower at the feet of the North ere a year had 
flowed by. or pass over his dead corpse. “Esto 
perpetual'’ he added, “ And sine qua non also 1” 
■said I, eternally, wishing to make an impression 
•onto the villagers
the schoolmaster.
he should skour up his old rnuskit and do a little 
square fittin for the Old Flag, which had allers 
bin on the ticket he'd voted, and he was too old 
to Bolt now. The ’Squire is all right at heart, 
but it takes longer for him to fill his venerable 
Btler with steam than it used to when he was 
young and frisky. As I previously informed yon,
I am Captinofthe Baldinsville Company. I rjz 
gradooally but majestically from drummer’s Sec­
retary to my present position. But I found the 
ranks wasn't full by no means, and commenced 
far an recroot. Havin notist a generat desire on 
the part of young men who are into the Crisis to 
wear appylits, I determined to have ray company 
composed excloosively oflisers, everybody to rank 
as Brigadier Gineral. The follerin was among 
-the various questions which I put to recroots :
Do you know a masked battery from ahuuk of 
gingerbread ?
Do you know an eppylit from a piece of chalk ?
If 1 trust you with a real gun, how many men 
of your own company do you speck you can man­
age to kill durin the war?
Hav you ever heard of Ginral Price of Mis­
souri, and can you avoid similar accidents in ease 
of battle ?
Have you ever had the measles, and if so, how 
tnany ?
How air you now ?
Show me your tongue, &c., &c. Sura of the 
■questions was sarcostical.
The company filled up rapid, and last Sunday 
■we went to the meeting house in full uniform. I 
had a seris time gettin into my military harness, 
aa it was bill for me many year3 ago ; bat I finally 
.got inside of it, tho’ it fitted me patty dost.— 
However, onct into it I lookt fine—in fact, aw 
inspirin. ‘‘ Do you know me, Mrs. Ward ?” sed 
| walk-in tri to the kitehin.
’ “ Know yori, you old fool ? Of coarse I do ?''
I saw at rince that she did.
I str.rted for the meetin house, and I’am afraid 
? tried to walk too strate, for I cum very neer 
fallin over backwards • and in attemptia to recov­
er myself, my sword got mixed up With my legs, 
ftnd I fell in among a choice collection of young 
?adies, who was standin near the cHdrch door a 
fleein the soger boy3 come up. My coclit hat fell 
.off and sumhsw my coat tales got twisted round 
any neck. The young ladies put their handker- 
cbers to their mouths Uhd remarked “ Te be,” 
while my ancient female Single friend, Sary Peas- 
ley bust out into a loud l&tf. She exercised her 
mouth so vilently that her Re* false teeth fel 
out onto the ground.
» Miss Peasley,” sed I, gettin up and^ dustm 
myself, “you must be more careful 
store teeth of your’n, of you’ll have 
ttgain 1”
Methinks I had her.
I'd bin to work hard all the week, and I felt 
rather snoozy. I’m'fraid I did git half asleep, 
for on hearin the minister ask, “ Why was man 
made to mourn ?” I sed ; “ I give it op, ’ havtrg 
a vague idee that it was a conundrum. It was a 
onfortinit remark, for the whole meetin home 
lookt at me with mingled surprise and indtgna- 
joa. I was about risin to a pint of order, wh Q 
h suddenly occurred to where I was, and 1 




The next mornin I rose with the lark. (I 
don't sleep with the lark tho’. Agoak.)
My little dawter was execootin ballids, ac 
companyin herself with the hand orgin, and she 
wisht me to linger and hear her siug :
“ Hark I hear a angel singin, a angel now is 
onto the wing.”
“ Let him fly, my child I” said I, a bucklin on 
my armer, “ I must forth to my Biz.”
We air progrossin pretty well with our drill.
As all air commandin offissers, there ain’t no 
jalusy ; and as we air all exceedin smart, it t’ain’t 
worth while to try to outstrip each other. The 
idee of a company composed excloosively of 
Commanders-in-Chiefs origgernated, I gpose I 
skurcely need say, in these Brane. Considered 
as a idee, I flatter myself it is putty hefty. We've 
got all the tackticks at our tongs’ ends, but what 
we particly excel in is restin muskits. We can 
rest muskita with any body.
Our cotpse will do its dooty. We go to the 
aid of Columby—we fight for the stars!
We’ll be chopt into sassige meat before we’ll 
exhibit our coattales to the foe.
“ We'll fight till there's nothing left of us but 
oor little toes, and even they shall defiantly wig­
gle ! “ Ever of thee,”
— Vanity Fair. A. Ward
a sledge, and disapeaied behind some barrels, 
which were the outer fortifications of their castle'
The Charge of Murat at Eylau.
It is at Eylau that Murat always appears in his 
most terrible aspect. This battle, fought in mid 
winter, in 1807, was the most important and 
bloody one that had then occurred. France and 
Russia had never before opposed such strength 
to each other, and a complete victory on either 
side would have settled the fate of Europe.— 
Bonaparte remained in possession of the field, 
and that was all; no victory was ever so like a 
defeat.
The field of Eylan was covered with snow, and 
the little ponds that were scattered over it were 
frozen sufficiently hard to bear the artillery.— 
Seventy-one thousand men on one side and eighty 
five thousand on the other arose from the frozen 
field on which they had slept the night of Feb­
ruary, without tent or covering, to battle for a 
continent. Augereau, on the left, was utterly 
routed in the morning. Advancing through a 
snow storm so thiclc he could not see the enemy, 
the Russian cannon mowed down his ranks with 
their destructive fire, while the Cossack cavalry, 
which were ordered to charge, came thundering 
on, almost hitting the French infantry with their 
long lances before they were visible through the 
storm.
Hemmed in and ovriftnrriwn, the whole divis­
ion, composed of 15,006 men, with .the exception 
of 1,500, were eaptnred of slaiti. Just then the 
snow storm clearing np, revealed to Napoleon 
the peril to which he was brought, and he imme­
diately ordered a grand charge by the Imperial 
Guard andthe whole cavalry. Nothing was fur­
ther from Bonaparte’s wishes or expectation than 
the bringing of his reserve into the engagement 
at this early stage of the battle, but there was no 
other resources left him.
Murat sustained his high renutation on this oc­
casion, and proved himself, for the hundreth time, 
worthy rif the great confidence Napoleon placed 
in him. Nothing could be more imposing than 
the battle field at this moment. Bonaparte and 
the Empite trembled in the balance, while Murat 
prepared to lead down his cavalry to save them. 
Seventy squadrons, making in all 14,000 well 
mounted men, began tri thrive over the slope, with 
the Old Guard marching sternly behind.
Bonaparte, it is said, was more agitated at this 
crisis than when, mounted before, he *aa so nekf 
being cdptured by the Russians. But as he saw 
those seventy squadrons come down on a plung 
trot, pressing hard after the white plume of Murat, 
that streamed through the snow storm far id 
front, a smile passed over his cotintenancri.
The earth groaned and trembled as they pass 
ed, and the sabres, above the dark and angry 
mass below, looked like the foam of a sea-wave 
at its crest on the deep. The rattling of their 
armor, and the tiiaffled thunder of their tread, 
drowned all the roar of the battle, as with firm, 
set array, and swift, steady motion, they bore 
down with terrible front on the foe.
The shock of that immense host was like a 
falling mountain, and the front line of the Russian 
army went down like fret work before it. Then 
commenced a protracted fight of hand to hand, 
and sword to sword, as in the cavalry action of 
Eckmuhi. The clashing of steel was like the 
ringing of countless hammers, and horses and ri­
ders were blended in wild confusion together ; 
the Russian reserve were ordered up, and on 
these Murat fell with his fierce horsemen, crush­
ing and trampling them down by thousands.— 
But the obstinate Russians disdained to fly, and 
rallied again, so that it was no longer cavalry 
charging on infantry, but squadrons of horse 
galloping through the broken hosts that, gather­
ed into knots, still disputed, with unparalelled 
bravery, the red and rent field.
It was during this strange fight that Murat was 
seen to perform one of those desperate deeds for 
which he was so renowned. Excited to the high­
est pitch of passion by the obstacles that opposed 
him, he seemed endowed with a ten fold strength, 
and looked more like a superhuman being tread­
ing down helpless mortals, than an ordinary man. 
Amid the roar of artillery and rattling or sabre 
strokes like lightning about him, that lofty white 
plume never once went down, while ever and 
anon it was seen glaring through the smoke of 
battle, the star of hope to Napoleon, and showing 
that his “ right arm” was still u plifted and stri­
king for victory.
He raged like an unloosed lion amid the foe ; 
and his eyes, always terrible in battle,burned with 
increased lustre, while his clear and steady voice, 
heard above the turmoil of strife, was worth more 
than a thousand trumpets to cheer on his follow­
ers. At length, seeing a knot of Russian soldiers 
that for a long time had kept tip a devouring fire 
on his men, he wheeled his horse and drove in 
full gallop upon their levelled muskets. A few 
of his guards that never allowed that white plume 
to leave their sight, charged after him. Without 
waiting to count his foes, he siezed his bridle in 
his teeth, and with his pistol in one hand and his 
drawn sword in the other, burst in headlong fury 
upon them, and scattered them as if a hurricane 
had swept by. Murat was a thunderbolt on that 
day, and the deeds that were wrought by him 
will furnish themes for the poet and the painter.
A Devoted Woman.
Mary Knight was one of those devoted women
who aided to relieve the horrible sufferings of 
Washington's army at Yalley Forge cooking and 
carrying provisions to them alone through the 
depth of winter—even passing through the out­
posts of the British army in the disguise of a 
market, woman. And when Washington was 
compelled to retreat before a superior force, she 
concealed her brother, Gen. Worrel,—when the 
British had set a price upon his head—in a cider 
hogshead, in a cellar, for three days, and fed him 
through the bughole, the house being ransacked 
four different times by the troops in search of him, 
without success,— [Home Journal.
ate
Partictil:irs of the Battle at 
Jjaurel Bill.
The Reaels Escape by Re­
treating !
The Number of Killed, Wounded 
and Prisoners.
The Rebels Retreating upon Manasses.
lien. McClellan’s Official Report.
Beverly, Va., July 12
Yesterday morning Gen. McClellan ordered Rjch Mountain,°sent a letter to Gen. McClellan
four regiments, the 8th, 10th, and 13th Indiana 
Volunteers, and the 19th Ohio, to proceed along 
the line of the hills southeast of the enemy’s en­
trenched camp, to the Beverly road, where it 
crosses the Rich mountain, two miles east of the 
enemy’s position, -With orders to advance along 
the road and attack the east side of the works.
Gen. McClellan was prepared to assault the 
west side as srio'n as firing should announce the 
coramneement of the attack. The capture of a 
courier who mistook the road through the ene­
my’s camp for that of our ttoops, placed the en­
emy in possession of the movement.
When Gen. Rosnricrans reached the Beverly 
road at 2 P. M., after a most exhausting march 
over the mountains, he found the enemy posted 
upon the opposite side of the road about 800 
strong, with two canhon, holding a strong posi­
tion, partly fortified.
An engagement immediately took place and 
continued three quarters of an hour, when the 
rebels were totally routed with a loss of 300 men 
including officers, and both cannon. About 75 
killed, and 75 wounded, fell into our hands, and 
150 others prisoners.
The road was between two hills. Our troops, 
descending a steep declivity, were greatly ex­
posed to the fire of the rebels, who occupied the 
opposite hill, and poured musketry, shot and 
shell upon them.
Gen. Rosencrans column remained at the 
place of engagement during the night.
Gen. McClellan was in position with his whole 
force during the whole afternoon, ready to make 
the assault, but heard nothing from the other 
column except distant firing.
Early in the morning he was prceeeding to 
plant cannon upon an eminence commanding a 
position of the rebel camp, and preparing to at­
tack the whole nest in front, when it was ascer­
tained that the enemy had evacuated the place 
during the night, moving towards Laurel Hill, 
leaving a few men, their sick, all their tents, 
cannon and camp equipage and transportation 
wagon 8.
A rapid march was then made by Gen. MeClel 
lan to Beverly, passing Gen. Rosencran’s column 
on the road, with instructions to follow quickly. 
At Beverly it was ascertained that late in the day 
the rebel forces at Laurel Hill had retreated, 
moving towards Romney.
Our total losq is not more than 11 killed and 
35 wonnded. The above report is approved by 
Gen. McClellan.
Further From Gen. McClellan.
Washington, July 13.
The following dispatch was received to-day 
at the head quarters from Gen. McClelland
Beverly, July 13.—The success to-day is all 
I could desire. We captured six brass cannon, 
of which one is rifled, and all the enemy's camp 
equipage and transportation. The number of 
tents will probably reach two hundred; and more 
then 90 wagons. Their killed and wounded 
amoUrit to frilly 150 and at least 100 prisoners, 
and more coming in constantly. I know already 
of ten officers killed and taken prisoners.
Their retreat was complete. I occupied Bev­
erly by a rapid march; Garnett abandoned his 
camp early this morning, leaving much of his 
equipage. He came within a fe\V miles of Bev­
erly, but otlr rapid march turned him back in 
conffision; and he is now retreating on the road 
to St. George- Gen. Morris is to follow him up 
closely. I have telegraphed to the two Pennsyl­
vania regiments at Cumberland tojoin Gen. Hill 
at Rowlesburg. The General is concentrating 
all his troops at Rowlesburg and will cut off Gar­
nett’s retreat near West Union, or if possible at 
St. George.
I say that we have drives out «em« 10,000
troops, strongly entrenched, with a loss of II 
wounded and 35 wounded.
Provision returns found here show Garnett’s 
force to have been l6,000 meh. They were 
Eastern Virginians, Georgians, Tennesseeans, 
and I think, Carolinians.
To-morrow I can give full details as to pris 
oners, &c.
I trust that General Cox ha9 by this time driv­
en Gov. Wise out of the Kanawha Valley. In 
that case I shall have accomplished the object 
o" liberating Western Virginia.
I hope the General-in-Chief will approve of 
my operations
(Signed) G- B- McClelan
Washington, July 15
Official dispatches have been received nt Head 
Quarters, from Gen. McClellan, from Huttont 
ville, Va., loth, giving an account of the routing 
of the forces and death of General Garnett and 
confirms previous accounts. He says he has 
completely annihilated the enemy in Western 
Virginia. Our loss is but 13 killed and about 40 
wounded. The enemy lost 200 killed and 1000 
prisoners. We captured 7 guns.
A portion of Gen. Garnett's force retreated, 
but I look for their capture by Gen. Hill, who is 
in hot pursuit
It is said Gen. Garnett’s troops are the crack 
regiments of eastern Virginia, aided by Geor­
gians, Tennesseeans and Carolinians. Our sue 
cess is complete and I firmly believe that se­
cession is killed in this section of the country.
Grafton, Va., July 15.
A train arrived here this morning, bringing 
the body of Gen. Garnett, late commander of 
the rebel forces in Western Virginia- The eeb- 
e)s were pursued from Laurel Hill by Gen. Mor­
ris’ command, consisting of the 14th Ohio and 7th 
and 9th Indiana Regiments. At Carrick’s Frird, 
8 miles south of the town of St. George, ‘Gen. 
Garnett attempted to rally his forces, when a 
sharp skirmish ensued, in which Garnett was 
killed and twenty of his men left dead on the 
ground, besides many bodies being carried off. 
The rebels were completely routpd and scattered 
in all directions. Forty loaded wagons and all 
their horses and camp equipage fell into our 
hands. Garnett’s remains will be embalmed and 
placed at the disposal of his friends.
Two men were killed and two mortally woun­
ded of the Ohio 14th. No other loss on onr side- 
Our troops took more prisonera than they could 
take care of.
[Special Disyateh to the Cincinnati Com.] 
Beverly, Va., July 13. 
McClellan’s advanced division is moving rap­
idly to Cheat Mountain Pass. The rebels have 
burned the bridges at Huttonsville, and will burn 
Cheat Mountain bridge. It can’t delay us an 
hour. At Rich Mountain one hundred and thir­
ty-one dead rebels were found. Our wounded 
are doing well. Capt. Chris. Mi’ler, of Lafayette, 
is supposed to be mortally wounded by a musket 
shot through the right lung. He is easier this 
morning. The names of the dead and wounded 
not yet ascertained. Capt. Conklin of the Eighth 
Indiana, is severely but not dangerously wound­
ed. Private McGill dangerously ; and the fol­
lowing are wounded, I can’t say how severely: 
Privates Wm. Sighton, B. Landen, A. L. Powell, 
Philander Wisehait and Geo. Shaver, Sergeant 
Thompson, 10th regiment, severely wonnded in 
the thigh. 1 ieut. Col. Bryant badly injured by 
falling on a rock. Ten commissioned rebel offi­
cers killed and captured, including Capt. Skip- 
with, of Powhattan, an eminent officer of artil­
lery, Capt. D. E. Langell, late U. S. A., Capt- 
Irwin, of Brunswick, dangerouslv wounded. Dr. 
Tyler, late U. S. A., and Dr. Walk, U. S. A., 
prisoners. Some Georgians and South Carolin­
ians among the dead, but the rebels found dead 
are chiefly Eastern Virginians.
This morning Col. Pegram, commander at
offering to surrender himself and command of 
six hundred men, who had collected Btnce their 
flight- The surrender was accepted, and the 
prisoners will march in to day. The prisoners 
were much reduced by hunger. The wounded 
are all to be brought here.
From, the Cincinnati Enquirer, July 16.
Three Companies of Ohio Volunteers Cap­
tured in Virginia.
United States Quartermaster John H. Dick­
erson last evening received a special dispatch 
from Buckannon, Virginia, from a reliable source 
to the effect that a courier bad arrived from 
Glenville, and that three companies of Col. Con­
nell’s Nineteenth Regiment of Ohio Volunteers 
captured by the rebel forces, three thousand 
strong, under O. Jennings Wise, and were de- 
taineo as prisoners of war. Two regiments had 
been dispatched to their relief and rescue, and 
report gives it that a fight was inevitable.
The Unparalleled Corruption of Republi­
can Rulers.
The Cincinnati Enquirer well says :
The charge of corruption was instrumental in 
causing the people to vote down Democratic men 
and Democratic policy. What have we seen ? 
Why, in less than three months it is an admitted 
fact that the purists who support the Adminis­
tration of Lincoln and Dennison have stolen 
more from the Government, from the brave sol­
diers, than all the money that has been abstract­
ed from the Government tn half a century.
For the Curious.
The greyhound runs by eyesight only, and 
this we assert as a fact. The carrier-pigeon flies 
on his two hundred and fifty miles journey home 
ward by eyesight, viz : from point to point of ob­
ject which he has marked ; but this is only our 
conjecture. The fierce dragon fly, with twelve 
thousand lenses in his eye, darts from angle to 
angle with the rapidity of a flashing sword, and 
as rapidly darts back—not turning in the air, but 
with a clash reversing the action of his four wingSj 
and instantaneously oalculating the dislance of 
the objects, or he would dash himself to pieces. 
Butin what conformation of hia does’this consist? 
No one can answer.
A cloud of ten thousand gnats dance tip and 
down in the sun—the minutest interval between 
them—yet no one knocks another headlong upon 
the grass, or breaks a leg or wing, long and 
delicate as these are. Suddedly—amidst your 
of this matchless dauce—a peculiar high-shoul­
dered, vicious gnat, with long, pendant nose, darts 
out of the rising and falling cloud, 6nd settling 
on yonr cheeks, inserts a poisonous sting. What 
possessed the little wretch to do this? Did he 
smell your blood in the mazy dance ? No one 
knows. .....
A four-horse coach comes suddenly upon a 
flock of geese on a narrow road, and drives 
straight through the middle of them. A goose 
was never yet fairly run over, nor a dock. They 
are under the very wheels and hoofs, and yet 
somehow they contrive to flap and waddle off. 
Habitually stupid, heavy and indolent, they are, 
nevertheless;, equal to any emergency. Why 
does the lonely wood-pecker, when he descends 
fromhis tree and goeB to drink, stop several times 
on his way—listen and look around—before he 
takes his draught ? No one knows,
WaF~ A posse of the military, encamped in 
Portland, last week, summarily executed the 
Maine Law on a liquor establishment in Port­
land, by forcibly seizing the liquora and pouring 
them into the streets. The Portland Courier de- 
bounces it as a high-handed outrage and eon- 
tempi of the civil authorities of Portland.
entocraiic farmer
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Clergymen in the Southern Army.
The correspondent of the Louisville Courier, 
under date of May 19th, writes from Harper’s 
Ferry as follows:
One half of the two Mississippi regiments are 
regular members of the Baptist Church. There 
are in the ranks, clergymen of that denomina­
tion, as well as of the Presbyterian and Metho­
dist Churches. They bring also with them five 
Circuit Judges, forty lawyers, and an abundance 
of planters.
Rev. Mr. Regland, a Baptist, is a private in 
the “Boomerangs” from Winchester. Another 
clergyman, Rev. W. H. Pendleton of Lexington, 
commands the’Rockbridge Artillery. As an ar 
tillerist, J be has no superior in the South. For 
many years, he has been leading the quiet life of 
Rector of an Episcopal Parish.
The Fort Smith (Ark.) Herald has the follow­
ing paragraph in regard to a company of volun­
teers raised in that State:
There are three ministers in the Crane Hill 
company, commanded by Captain Buchanan, 
which arrived yesterday. They are Rev. W. G. 
L. Quaite, Rev. F. R. Earle and Rev. Peter Car- 
naham, all of the Cumberland Presbyterian 
Church. We also learn from the Rev. Mr. Earle 
that moat of tho members of the company are 
professors of religion, and all the officers are 
members of the church.
We have elsewhere seen a statement that each 
days’proceedings in the Southern army is opened 
with prayer.
If those Northern clergymen who have dese­
crated their pulpits by preaching abolition sur. 
mons, and hurling anathemas against the people 
and institutions of the South, would enlist in the 
array, it would prove, at least, that they have as 
much courage nnd confidence in the justice of 
their cause, as their clerical brethren of the South, 
A great many nicely worded war sermons have 
been preached lately in Northern pulpits; but so 
far as our reading has extended, we have heard 
of but one Northern preacher, a Presbyterian 
clergyman of Utica, in Licking county, who has 
enlisted in the service of his country.
Now, we do not claim that it is tho duty o^ 
clergymen to enlist as soldiers, to shoot down 
their fellow-men; for we are well aware that their 
mission in this world is one of peace, and not 
of war. But, if onr national troubles are to be 
settled by the sword, afld if our beautiful and 
hitherto Heaven-favored land is to be crimsoned 
with the blood of her own sons, we think it would 
be doing nothing more than a Christian duty, if 
at lest a portion of onr Clergy would follow our 
armies to the camp and battle-field, to adminis­
ter Christian consolation to the sick, the wound­
ed and the dying,
LET THEM FIGHT.
The New York World and the Courier and 
Enquirer have been united, and the new paper 
is now the recognized organ of the Administra­
tion in New York, receiving all its official pat. 
ronage and favors in thatjocality. The Tribune 
although it pet formed more hard labor towards 
the election of Old Abe than any ten Republi. 
can papers in thg country combined, has receiv. 
ed the cold shoulder from the Administration, es­
pecially from the Secretary of State, Mr. Seward
The Tii&une and World are now engaged in a 
most delightful fight. The former charges the 
latter with having opposed the election of Mr. 
Lincoln; and although started as a sort of re i- 
gions’paper, it has managed to assume the posi­
tion of organ-grinder for the Administration.
The TForW, on the other hand, charges, and 
pretty clearly proves, that tho Tribune is a Dis' 
union sheet, and declares that its object is, if 
possible, to drive the Nouthern troops into a bat­
tle with the South, before they are ready, so as 
to have them cut to pieces, in order that the 
South may establish her independence !
We make a few extracts from the World ar. 
tide:
‘It has now for a long time been the Tribune's 
daily business, either by open attacks, or cow 
arnly insinuations, to weaken the Administra­
tion and the commanding General, and drive 
them into hazarding a battle before they are pre­
pared, in order that the defeat of our army may 
afford it a pretext for again advocating secession, 
as it did last winter.” * * *
t * “But no! the Tribune insists that Gen. 
Scott shall rush a set of raw levies, that have 
never stood fire, into the concealed traps and 
masked batteries of the enemy, before he has 
taken the precautions requisite for the success of 
a campaign in an enemy’s country, in order that 
our patriot soldiers may be ignotniniously beat­
en, and its own long-cherished hostility to the 
Union may be gratified in its final dissolution."• • • ★ * * *
“We submit that, in the light of this expose, 
we are justified in asserting that the Tribune is a 
more dangerous enemy to the Uniou than the 
army of Jeff. Davis, the arch rebel.”
CROPS IN THE SOUTH.
From all the information we can gather, the 
crops throughout the South are unusually good 
this year.
Wheat Crop in Kentucky.—The Harrodsburg 
Press says:
So far as we are advised, there were never bet­
ter wheat crops raised in Kentucky than those 
that havejust been . harvested. The corn crops 
look very promising. The rains have been sea­
sonable, arid it looks as if Providence was dispo­
sed to be partial to Kentucky.
Large Caof of Wheat.—The Fredericksburg 
Ya., Recorder, of last Friday, says:
In consequence of the superabundant yield of 
the wheat crop, this staple bias fallen nearly fifty 
per cent, in value, and it is thought that the 
price will not exceed seventy-five or eighty cents 
a bushel. Harvesting in this section is progress­
ing rapidly, and we presume will close this week. 
The quality of grain is very superior.,
Crops iw South Carolina.—The Cheraw Ca- 
Zetle of the 21st ult. says; We have had gome two 
weeks of dry weather with constant breezes, lick 
ing up wkatever moistnre there was in the 
ground. No injury has been done to the crops 
as yet. Wheat and oats are most harvested, and 
: were never better. The corn proves well, and 
I cotton ig able to take oaro of itself.
Great Anti-Abolition Meeting 
in Mount Vernon!
A friend baa furnished us with the following 
proceedings of a large meeting held in Mount 
Vernon, on the 2d of May, 183G, of which our 
townsman, Henry B. Cortis, Esq., was Chairman. 
The resolutions, in strong and pointed language, 
denounce and expose the incendiary teachings 
of Abolitionism ; and although some folks may 
think that they favor the application of gag late, 
to suppress the Abolition nuisance, yet no doubt 
onr citizens twenty-five years ago, considered 
that the best way to dispose of those pestilential 
disturbers of the public peace, who then, as now, 
were the real cause of all our national troubles :
Frgm the Mt. Vernon Day Book. 
ANTI-ABOLITION MEETING.
At a very full and numerous meeting of the 
citizens of the town of Mt. Vernon, convened a' 
the Court house on the evening of the 2d May 
1836, H. B. Curtis, Esq. wa3 called to the chair, 
and John W. Cotton, appointed secretary.
The chair briefly stated the object of the meet­
ing, after which the following risolutions were 
adopted with great unanimity.
Resolved, That we view with deep regret the 
violence evinced on various occasions, by many 
of our citizens, when the question of abolition 
has been agitated among them ; that as a com­
munity governed by laws and not by violence, 
we disapprove of such conduct, and take this op­
portunity of expressing our indignation ag»iu«> 
it, not that we feel disposed to screen the cause 
of abolition from an expression of that indigna­
tion which it merits, but as the friends of gotd 
order, we are opposed to acts of violence. 
Whereas in the opinion of this meeting recent
events present to us demonstrative evidence 
of the dangerous and inflammatory tendency 
of the doctrine of abolitionism ; and whereas 
we sincerely believe this doctrine to be found 
ed in error at least, and that there is great 
reason to fear that some designing persons are 
giving countenance to it, for the purpose of 
gratifying their own ambitious views at the risk 
of tie safety of the constitution. Therefore 
Resolved, That we consider the doctrine as 
dangerous to our constitution and liberties ; in­
jurious to the peace, welfare and happiness of 
our community, unavailing and useless in behalf 
of the objects for whose benefit it is inter.de«! 
and virtually subversive of that compact whi h 
was obtained by the valor and sealed with the 
blood of our forefathers.
Resolved, As the 6ense of this meeting, th 
we view the doctrines and conduct of the aboli­
tionists ns revolutionary in their tendency, and 
aiming at the overthrow of the constitution of 
our country, and that they evince an unhallowed 
determination to carry out tfieir object with al: 
its atteudani horrors, peaceably (perhaps) if they 
can, forcibly ,if they must. , .
Resolved, That a committee of twelve be ap­
pointed, whose duty it shall bo to wait upon any 
abolitionist who may visit our community, and 
caution him against lecturing or otherwise pro­
mulgating their pernicious doctrines among us; 
with power to adopt such other measures as they 
in their discretion may deem expedient to sup­
press such lecturing, and to harmonize the feel­
ings of society.
Whereupon the chsir announced the following 
named persons as said committee, to wit: Charles 
Colerick, Johnathan Beach, John Minikin, G. 
A. JoDes, E. G. Woodward, G. W. Martin, John 
W. Cotton, Samuel Clemons., N. H. Jackson, 
Geo. C. Lybrand, Jacob Andrews and S. B 
Kinton.
Ou motion, Resolved, That the proceedings of 
this meeting be signed by the chairman and sec­
retary and published in the Day Book and Ga­
zette.
On motion the meeting adjourned.
H. B. CURTIS, Chairman.
J. W. Cotton, Sec’y.
WOULD THE SOUTH HAVE AGREED 
TO THE CRITTENDEN COMPROMISE ?
Tha Cincinnati Enquirer, in reply to the in­
quiries ©f a correspondent, shows most conclu­
sively, that the South was ready and anxious to 
accept the Crittenden Compromise as a settle 
ment of our National difficulties; but that the 
Republican leaders of the North, both in Con­
gress and the Peace Convention, persistently and 
doggisbly refused any basis of settlement but the 
Chicago Platform. Those men, who preferred 
Civil War to Compromise, are the real “traitors” 
of our country.
The Enquier says:
Our correspondent is right. Messrs, Davis, 
Toombs, Breckinridge and the whole South, 
with the exception of South Carolina, were anx­
ious, when Congress met last December, to set 
tie all our difficulties upon the basis of the Crit­
tenden Compromise. A Committee of Thirteen 
was raised in the Senate to consider a plan of 
adjustment., The most eminent Senators, North 
and South, Democrats and Republicans, were on 
the Committee. Among them were Jefferson 
Davis and Robert Toombs, now the President 
and Secretary of State of the Southern Confeder­
acy, Stephen A. Douglas, John J. Crittenden 
and Wm. H. Seward, Fessenden and other in­
fluential Republican Senators. What was done 
in that Committee was thus alluded to by Mr. 
Douglas in the last, ripeech which he made in 
the Senate of tbe United States, on the 2d of 
March, 1861, two days before the close of the 
session. His remarks were thus quoted in the 
Congressional Globe of that date. Mr. Doug­
las said: .
“I confirm, the Senator’s declaration that Sen­
ator Davis, of Mississippi, himself, when on the 
Committee of Thirteen, was ready at all times to 
compromise ou the Crittenden Proposition. I 
will go further, and say that Mr. Toombs was 
also.”
No Republican or Southern Senator question­
ed the truth of Mr. Douglas's assertion, which, 
indeed, was a notorious fact to every body in 
Washington. Mr.’Breckinridge, a representative 
of the extreme Southern sentiment, who had re 
ceived the vote of nearly ail the Southern States 
for President of the United States, wrote a let­
ter to Governor Magoffin, in which he 6tronglv 
advocated the adoption of the Crittenden Cora­
promise. Votes were taken in the Senate arid . ______ _ ___ _
House, which showed the Southern members in i f r___ __ • L 7/ memoers in t urging peace as the onlv hope ofeavtng on*
a solid column, together with the Northern Dem. 1 ”
ocrats, to be in favor of that measure; but tbe 
opposition of the Republicans io it defeated if.— 
Only a few months have passed since these mem 
orable events, and yet the belipf in the extraor 
dioary untruth that Davis, Toombs,, arid the 
Southern men, would not accept of that Com 
promise, pervades a large portion of thecommu 
nity. The whole South, save South Carolina, 
would have accepted the Crittenden Compro­
mise. All the Border Slave States, including 
Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee and Ar­
kansas, which have since seceded, would have
accepted the Border State Conference Report, or 
Mr. Douglas' Compromise, or the Peace Coo- 
ference Report. It is written down in stern and 
inexorable history that the Republicans in Coa- 
grass would not accept of these propositions.—, 
compromise was the motto »'?»that que rtert
I hey would not even submit the question ot n 
compromise to the direct vote of the people of 
the United States. This proposition wasnndr 
by Mr Crittenden himself, and was afterward 
renewed by Mr. Bigler, of Pennsylvania. Had 
the people voted upon it, we have no doubt they 
would have accepted the Crittenden adjustment. 
But they were denied the opportunity. They 
would not even call a National Convention to 
consider our difficulties. It is but just, in thin 
connection, to say that President Lincoln, when 
he assumed the robes of office, after Congress 
had adjourned, did make snob a recommenda­
tion, but Congress was not there to practically 
act upon it. Had the Crittenden Compromise 
been adopted, not a State would have been onl 
of the Union now, and every thing would have 
gone on smoothly and peaceably. Had the oth­
er Compromises to which we have alluded been 
accepted, the Southern rebetbon would have 
been confined to the Cotton States, and could 
have been quickly subdued.
Indeed, it is probable we should have had po 
war, and that now we should have been in the 
midst of ptosperous times. Never in the history 
of the world was there a greater and more fatal 
mistake than upon the part of th >se who reject­
ed these compromises. All can see it now! The 
true and wise Union men were overuled ic their 
counsels, and lot what a result has been produ­
ced by ignorance and folly. How ridiculous and 
absurd in the view of history, of reason, of com­
mon sense, is the pretension put forth by those 
who opposed these compromises, of being as 
good or better Union men than those of us at tho 
North who favored them! if they were for tho 
Union, Providence bad not given them mncH 
wisdom to act in its behalf.
At the risk of offending fools anti bigots, and 
of being called traitors, we declare our willing* 
uesa to accept the Crittenden Compromise now 
as panacea for all oor troubles, atad we are satis- 
fied that onr national interests would be subeef- 
ved by it immensely.
ls this '‘freasonr’
Raymond, Editor of tbe New York Times, a 
leading Republican paper, is bitter in his abuse 
of the President, Secretary Seward and Gen 
Scott. He says “there would be nothing lost 
if the State Department were locked up and the 
key thrown into the Potomac.”
And again in a letter from Washington, he 
says he can find nothing in that city but “com­
promisers, sneerers, infidels, adventurers, toadiefe 
pimps, gamblers, scrabs ( ! ) and poor miserable 
rat and scavenger organizations, for which, in 
the capital of tbs nation, there should be no hole 
found;’’. .
We think it is abont time that the Vigilance 
Committee was attending to some of these Re. 
publican Editors. Their “treason” stick* onl 
several feet I
More Tyranny.
A respectable citizen of New York was arrest 
ted and thrown ir.to prison a few days ago by tbe 
Police Superintendent Kennedy, for the crime of 
circulating a petition for peace! This is the 
kind of “freedom” that was promised by the Re­
publicans— Freedom to the negro; but impris­
onment to while men, who wish to preserve the 
Union by peace, friendship and justice.
Sli of
The Ohio State Journal calls Senator 
Crittenden “ a wretched and pitiable old traitor,” 
and this for no reason but because he has sought 
to bring about an honorable peace.
The Cincinnati Euquirer gives a list of 
forty four rivef steamers laid up there in con*e. 
quence of the river blockade.
There is but one place in the Bible where 
the moral character of an insect is referred to— 
viz: “The wicked flee—when no man,” etc.
Fifty-five tons of provisions, 80 horses 
44 wagons, and 22 teamsters, were sent from 
Cincinnati on Monday last, July 8, for the use Of 
the army in Western Virginia.
B£3F“ The Republicans of Vermont bare had a 
State Convention, and nominated a pure, straight- 
out Republican ticket. Thus while the Demo- 
crats are treated to the talk of no party for the 
war, the acts of their opponents are exactly <IjL 
ferent.
8©“ A young lawyer, a soldier in Duryee’a 
New York Regiment, writes a sorry tale of th* 
sufferings of the corps in general, and his own in 
particular. He says “a great many men rausf 
die before long for the want of decent food. I 
have lost eighteen ponnis since I have been 
here.”
Miss Eliza M. Lemons, of Bedford, led , 
has written an awful letter to tbe Cincinnati Ga­
zette, about the state of the country, in which 6he 
entreats somebody to “turn aside the blow before 
the fatal stroke is given.” Whereupon a shame­
less villain exclaims, “go in, Lemons, and be 
squeezed I”
A Black Republican who resides at Pica-; 
ant Valley, a mile below Fort Lee, recently 
threatened a Democrat in his neighborhood with 
a Vigilance Committee. The Democrat went 
home, loaded four or five guns he had on his 
premises, arid sent word to him that he was rea­
dy to receive a call from him. He did’nt go at 
all!
A new Kentucky Regiment has just been 
raised, consisting of companies from Campbell, 
Kenton, Henry, Fleming and Grant counties.—- 
This makes the fifth Regiment raised in Kentuc­
ky for the war in defense of the Union.
fiK&F* Parson Browalow, of the Knoxville 
(Tenn.) U/tJp, says:
“We intend to fight the secessionists until heli 
freezes over, and then fight them on the ice, oz 
any other roan.” ., . ,
fii^* Several counties in Wisconsin have late­
ly held mass peace meetings and passed resolu
country and tbe Union.
6^’ The present war has continued a little
over sixty days. Within that brief period a snm 
exceeding sixty millions is said to have been ex­
pended by tbe Executive.
The Augusta Age calls the Republican 
Party a “mushroom orgauizition whose advea’ 
to power has been marked by national disinte­
gration, social disruption, and the overthrow of 
tbe peace and prosperity pf the country.”
«nucr
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On the Via reh to Richmond!
' The United Stales Army is now on the march 
to Richmond ! Gen. McClellan has pretty well 
eleiaed out the Secessionists in Western Virgin* 
ia,' and Patterson has driven them from every 
no*,k and corner of Noith-Eastern Virginia, as 
far as ” inchester. Manasses and Richmond, both 
of which are strongly fortified, wiil be the scenes 
of bloody and terrible battles. We have no 
doubt of the success of the Northern army ; but 
the tens of life will be beart-sickening to content- 
ptete I
The Battles in Western Virginia.
W? have given our renders pretty full accounts 
ci h titles fought in Western Virginia, under Gen. 
McClellan. Thus far the Ohio and Indiana 
troops have had a brilliant’and successful career* 
Indeed, the ‘‘Receshers’’ have shown that they 
can’t fight, or elee don’t want to fight, against the 
Old Stripes and Stars. It has been an up-hill 
business wiih them, thus far. We think after 
the results that have taken place, we shall hear 
od more taunts about the “cowardice” of the 
Northern soldiers. That delusion has been ef­
fectually dispelled.
TSE WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS.
The Republican desires us to point out the pro­
visions of the Constitution conferring upon Con­
gress the sole authority to suspend the writ of 
heleas corpus. As Mr. P.axsey is a lawyer, and 
a man of good sense, we are astonished to find 
him making an inquiry of this kind; but as we 
believe he is honestly seeking/or information,we 
shall endeavor to enlighten him.
Ry referring to the Constitution of the United 
States, Art. I, sec. 9, will be found the following;
“ The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus 
shall not be suspended, unless when, in cases of 
rebellion or invasion, the public Bafety may re­
quire it.”
Now, the question presents itself, it Ito can sue* 
pend ihe writ ?
By reading over the entire first Article of the 
Constitution, the reader will perceive that every 
section and clause in it refer to the powers and 
duties of Congress. The first section vests the 
legislative powers of the Government in a Sen* 
ate and House of Representatives. Secs. 2d and 
3d, point out the qualifications and direct the 
manner of closing Senators and Representatives. 
Sec. 4 defines the manner of holding elections 
for Senators and Representatives. Secs. 5 and 6 
pertain to the rights, duties and privileges of 
Senators and Representatives. Sec. 7 refers to 
the[mode of passing laws. Sections 8 and 9 are 
devoted entirely to the powers of Congress, and 
herein will be found the clause we have quoted 
above.
Not we word is said in the first article of the 
Constitution in reference to the Executive—let 
that be distinctly understood. But in the second 
Article, the powersand duties of the PRESiDEXT&re 
ail specifically enumerated ; and amongst those* 
the right or power to suspend the writ of habeas 
corpus IS NO WHERE TO BE FOUND.
We have thus, wo think satisfactorily, shown 
that to Congress alone, by “ express provision oi 
the Constitution,” belongs the power to suspend 
the writ of habeas corpus. It is a legislative, and 
not a judicial or executive act; and the President 
being an executive officer, he cannot, without be- 
iug guilty of gross'usurpation, which would cost 
any monarch in Europe his head, suspend that 
great “ Writ of Rigid,'' which has been dear to 
every freeman since that memorabla period in 
English history, when the Barons and their re­
tainers, “a numerous host, encamped upon 
the grassy plain of Runnymede,” demanded and 
secured from King John the Great Charter.
We believe no doubt was ever entertained 
in regard to Congress having the sole power 
to euspend the writ of habeas corpus, until Abra­
ham Lincoln became President, and undertook to 
usurp the legislative as well as the executive pow 
•re of the Government, Not only the Constitu­
tion itself, but we believe all intelligent commen­
tators upon that instrument, have clearly estab­
lished thia fact.
Mr. Ramaey being learned in matters of Con­
stitutional law, (as bis erudite and ponderous 
Elitorials on the aubjectofthe Fugitive Slave 
Law, in answer to Judge Hurd, fully shows) it is 
not necessary for us to refer him to authority to 
sustain our position; but for the benefit of those 
who are not so well posted,we take the liberty of 
making the following quotation from Judge 
Story's admirable work oa the Constitution 
which is the text-book for all American lawyers 
ho speaking of the emergencies which may war­
rant the suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, 
Judge Story says:
“ Hitherto no suspension of the writ has been 
authorized by Congress, since the establishment 
of the Constitution. It would seem, as the pow­
er is given to Congress to suspend the writ of 
habeas corpus, in cases of rebellion or invasion, 
the right to judge, whether the exigency had ar­
sen, must exclusively belong to that body."
if Mr. Ramsey desires further light upon this 
subject, we beg leave to refer to the admirable 
opinion of Chief Justice Taney, in the Merrymen 
case, recently published in the columns of the 
Banner.
—  --------- ------------ --- ——
Is there no Treason in this ?
Some people hereabouts are just now in a ter» 
rites .Pate of excitement about tories, traitors, 
disnniouists, &e. We will be glad to have the 
opinion of some of these men on the following 
paragraph, recently published as editorial in the 
Onio State Journal, the Republican organ of this 
State ;
“GOVERNOR VANCE.”
i We don't mean Governor Vance that “used to 
was,” but Governor Vance that i.s* Zo 6e--“our dit?* 
•tinguished fellow-citizen,” Joseph W. Vance, 
Esquire,
The Republican nominates Mr. Vance as the
Republican candidate for Governor of Ohio.— 
That is right. We like to see it. Mr. Vance is 
a true representative of Republican principles.— 
He was an Abolitionist, a general of the “Old 
Liberty Guard,” long before the Republican 
party had “a local habitation or a name.” He 
never joined the Republican party—not he; the 
Republican party joined Vance. Jonah swallow, 
ed the whale! The Republican leaders—or 
those who assume to he leadera—are jealous of 
Vance, and try to keep him down. But they 
can’t do it. He is a giant amongBt Republican 
pigmies, and will crush to powder those who at­
tempt to destroy his political influence.
Mr. Vance is not ouly an adroit Abolitionist, 
hut a distinguished military chieftain. We don’t 
mean to say that he ever killed any body in bat­
tle, or lead an army to victory. But he is one of 
those great “moral heroes,” who “fight,bleed and 
die for their country,” every time they make a 
political speech 1 We all remember the tremen' 
dous victory he achieved over the “Slavery pro- 
pogandiste,” at the Union meeting in this City 
on the 24th of December last. Oh, but he did 
“lick it into ’em.” Ho could crush rebellion 
himself—that he could 1 And asTfor South Car­
olina, he could take a regiment cf oid women and 
whip her as “easy as nothing,” or cut her loose 
and let her float out to sea !
The nomination of Mr, Vance for Governor 
would be a clean Abolition Republican triumph, 
and would disprove the idea that that party 
has entirely gone to smash. Mr. Vance, wkatev, 
er may be thought about his political idiosyncra­
sies, we believe to be honest and consiencious 
man ; and herein he would have a decided ad­
vantage over Mr. “Suceedaneum” Denuison, who 
is tbe greatest humbug that ever occupied the 
Gubernational chair in Ohio.
It is very obvious from what we have written 
that we are in favor of the nomination of Mr. 
Vance. We hope his party will make him its 
candidate. We wish to see a fair stand up poli­
tical battle in Ohio thia year, with an unadulter­
ated Abolitionist as a candidate for Governor 
against the Democratic nominee. We don’t 
wish to see that party abandon its name and its 
principles, and go into a guerilla contest, as a 
mock Union party, with speckled candidates, 
“black spirits and white, blne’spirits and grey.”
Hurrah for “Governor Vance.”
—:---------------------------------
687,000.000 of Dollars!
Our telegraphic Congressional reports of the 
11th, omit the most startling portion. It is as 
follows :
.Mr. Burnettt asked what was the aggregate 
amount of appropriations.
Mr. Stevens replied $667,000,000, minus six 
millions.
Mr. Burnett said this was the first time that 
Congress was called upon to do what it had here 
totore refused to do, since he had had a seat on 
ibis floor, namely : the increase of tbe regular 
army. If for no other reason he wo’d vote 
against the bill.
Mr. Stevens stated that the bill was passed on 
the estimates of the War Deportment.
Tax payers, think of this ! Six hundred and 
sixty-seven million of dollars ! Ohio’s share is 
about seventy-five millions 1 If this goes on a 
few years, our country will be in the clutches of 
monied tyrants.
Abolition Republicanism is in a fair way of 
proving itself an.expensive, if not ruinous insti­
tution I
The “Grand Result.”
The New York Independent (Henry Ward 
Beecher's organ) says:
“ The grand result—the only solution of the 
question—is fast coming up—the emancipation 
of the slaves by the nation ! What other escape 
is there from our difficulties? Why should not 
our people and our statesmen look it fairly in the 
face ?”
The grand result, according to Mr. Beecher, is 
the emancipation of the slaves—or in other words, 
let the niggars be emancipated, if the utter deso. 
lation of the country and the eternal destruction 
of the government should be the consequences!
The Value of Early Compromise—What 
History Teaches.
The following passage from the concluding 
paragraph of Macaulay’s article in the Edinburg 
Review, of 1827, on Hallam's Constitutional His­
tory, is full of worldly experience and human na­
ture. Great statesmanship makes no delay in 
seizing upon circumstances and times to accom­
plish what delay would render impossible. Had 
we had statesmen in Congress last session, in­
stead of narrow minded partizans, who regarded 
a party platform of more Bacred and imperishable 
materials than the Constitution and Union, we 
would not now be iu the deplorable conditim we 
are. But to the extract. Macaulay gays :
“ We know of no great revolution which might 
not have been prevented by eomprpmiaa early aud 
graciously made. Firmness is £ great virtue in 
public affairs, but it has its proper sphere Con­
spiracies aud insurrections, in which small mi­
norities are engaged, the outbreaking popular 
violence unconnected with any extensive project 
or any durable principle, are best repressed by 
vigor and decision. To shrink from them is to 
make them formidable. But no wise ruler will 
confound the pervading taint with the slight local 
irritation. No wise ruler will treat the deeply 
seated discontents of a great party as he treats the 
conduct of a mob. * * The neglect of this
distinction has been fatal even to governments 
stroug in tbe power of the sword. « * » In
all movements of the human mind which teud to 
erect revolutions, there is a crisis at which mod­
erate concession may amend, conciliate and pre­
serve. Happy will it be for England, if, at that 
ctises, her interest be confided to men for whom 
history has not recorded the long series of human 
armies and follies in vain.”
State Sovereignty.
The New York Freemans Journal, in com- 1 
menting upon President Lincoln's late message, 
refers to his famous Indianapolis speech, in which 
he asked what was the difference between a 
State and a county, except as to relative size, 
population, etc. It then quotes from the message 
this passage : “ The States have the powers and 
rights reserved to them by the National Consti­
tution.” On this the Journal says :
“ The ‘Constitution’ reserves no rights to the 
States ; but the States, which by ratifying the 
Constitution created the Union, declared—notas 
necessary, but by way of precaution—that the 
powers not delegated to the United States were, in 
their residuary pleuitnde, reserved to the States, 
or to tbe people.
“ A State is of necessity a sovereignty—modi­
fied, tempered and limited, as, among freemen, 
the State always is. A State has a sovereign 
power over property and person. It has power 
of life and of deaih. It decrees the extremes! 
penalalties, and provides for its own defense by 
an armed militia, This it does, or can do, though 
like the State of Delaware, it does not number a 
hundred thousand souls. This a county can not 
do, though, like New York county, it numbers 
nearly a million.”
President’s Message.
The New York Times (Repub.) reviews Lin* 
coin’s message, and asserts that never was a 
message less important; although the occasion 
is the most extraordinary that ever occurred in 
our country for the writing of a message. The 
Times thinks that something more than one sen­
tence might have been given on ‘privateering;’ 
and that the country would have liked to know 
what is the prospect of the ratification of the 
convention of European Governments which de­
clares privateering to be piracy. A summary of 
the military force now in the field, a generous 
mention of the gallant and world'honored Scott, 
would have gratified quite as much, and been in 
as good taste as the homily on the composition 
of regiments, and their capacity to turn out 
Presidents, Cabinets, &c., which the Times adds 
is not saying so much for them as some people
might suppose.
-----------------------------------
A Minnie Ball Sent Right to tha Heart.
How bitiugly true is the following from the 
New York Journal of Commerce ! Its faithful­
ness will be recognized by all, and acknowledged 
by every candid person :
“It. is great mistake to suppose that a blood­
hound is a courageous dog. The men who have 
plunged us into this war, who have hallooed on 
the people, are men that have wisely stayed at 
home. And a part of the plan to cover up their 
own want of courage, is to keep up t he cry of war. 
Tbe rebels in the South who planned the dissolu­
tion of the Union, who advocated it in Congress 
and in the newspapers and on the stump, are the 
men who have taken the field, while the North­
ern editors and Congressmen and Senators who 
opposedcompromi.se, who let us drift into this 
war. nay, who dragged us into it, are at home 
making contracts to supply army stores, and 
shouting ‘traitor’ at every man who veutures to 
remind them of the evil they have brought on the 
country, or suggest a remedy for it.
Gen. McClellan.
Maj. Gen. McClellan, whose brilliant move­
ments in Virginia, are exciting the admira­
tion of the country, is a son of the great surgeon, 
George McClellan, of Philadelphia, who died a 
few years ago, usiversally lamented. The gen­
eral is a West Pointer, foaght in Mexico like a 
hero, went to Europe on a military commission 
a few years ago to examine into the science of 
war in the camps ofgreat Powers in the Crimea ; 
afterwades resigned to become vice president of 
the Illinois Central railroad, and then accepted 
the Presidency of the Ohio and Mississippi road, 
from which he was called by Gov. Denuison, of 
Ohio, as major general of the Ohio volunteers, 
and from this into the regular army, by the Presi­
dent, to accept the high post which he is now so 
honorably filling. He is thirty-four years of age, 
and presents a very youthful appearanoe.
Abraham and Moses.
We judge that Old Abe don’t read his bible. 
In his message he says :
“So large an army as the Government has now 
on foot was never before known.”
Now read the following :
From twenty years old and upward, the Israel­
ites numbered six hundred three thousand five 
and fifty in their army, all able-bodied men, caps- 
ble of bearing arms. They were organized, had 
standards, implements of war, encampments &c„ 
and were volunteers—Exodus and Numbers.
However (remarks an exchange,) when the 
four hundred thousand additional soldiers are 
mustered tojoin the quarter of a million already 
in the field, Abraham will rather excel Moses 
in numbers, if he does not in generalship. He 
will almost equal Xerxes. But the latter two 
headed their forces. Abram, the patriarch, was 
one of the confederates. See Genesis xiv. 13,
Hon. Joseph Holt.
An exchange says: It is stated that Hon. 
Joseph Holt, of Kentucky, but now a resident 
“ Politicians and dotards may gabble and weep ’ of Washington, will be offered the post of Jus
tears of imbecility over the destruction of the 
Americrn Union, but humanity will gladly ac 
rrpt it as one of the cheering indications that 
Frorilcnce is working good to the creatures of 
earth."
“ (J ,od to the creatures of earth”—what does 
this expression mean ? Does it mean “good to 
he tugger?”
Bishop Polk.
Major General Polk alias Leeuitlas Polk of 
Louisiana, who has superseded General Pillow, 
it to have command cf all the rebel land and 
water defe.tces of the Mississippi river from the 
mouth of
ces will
djue wi.h Pillow does aoi yet appear.
|iee of the Supreme Court of the United States, 
vacated by the death of Justice McLean, of Ohio.
We don’t believe a word of that. Mr. Holt 
is a fine lawyer, and an unswerving Union man; 
but he is a Democrat, aud will preclude him 
from being offered any appointment by this most 
prescriptive of all Administrations.
Most Contemptibla Proscription.
The Administration is actually removing the 
lamp-lighters, osiers, aud laborers about the 
White* House stables, to make room for duly cer­
tified Republicans! And white this shameful
d riser, as far up as the Union for- !and disgraceful proscription is going on, the vo- 
permit him to come. What ie to be taries of Old Abe deetere that “there is bo party111 _*?  A  X ------ I <«now/7
Feathering their Own Nests.
“He that looketh not to his own household, is 
worse than an infidel,” sailh the Scripture.— 
Gov. Dennison and Secretary Cameron, appear 
to be governed by this axiom. Dennison has all 
his relatives in office. Cameron is an old suck* 
er at the treasury tit ; and before the four hun­
dred millions of dollars, asked for by Mr. Lin* 
coin, are expended, Simon will have all his friends 
pretty well provided for.
Harvey the Traitor.
A Washington letter writer states that Old 
Abe contemplates removing James E. Harvey* 
the “traitor,” recently appointed Minister to Por' 
tugal. We dou’t believe a word of it. Harvey 
is in possession of some of the Government, se. 
cret, and so far as the Administration in his pow 
er.
More About Gov. Wise.
The Wheeling Intelligencer, of Saturday morn- I 
ing, is informed by a gentlemen of Mason coun- ; 
ty, who arrived in that city Friday evening, that i 
it is reliably ascertained that Henry A. Wise, if > 
riot actually dead, is So badly wounded that there i 
is no danger of his recovery. Wise and his body 
guard, as before stated, were going to fill an ap 
pointment at Sissonsvillfu Some forty Union 
men, who, not feeling safe At their h-uries, had 
been spending most of their time in the woods, 
armed with ordinary rifles, heard of Wise's com: 
ing, secreted themse'ves—ambuscaded in the reg 
ular way—and upen their approach, each man 
fired at his man, when the assaulting party re­
treated to the top of a high hill* Wise and Pat- 
tou, together with about thirty or forty others Were 
seen to fall. The Union men, after reaching the 
top of the hill, saw those who escaped carrying 
off the dead and wounded. Several persons re­
cently arrived from Charleston, say there is no 
mistake about Wise being wounded, and as he 
has been suffering from disease, it is supposed 
he cannot recover.
fS®T* Henry A. Wise is.not dead, but at last ac­
counts was on the stump'at Ripley, Va., with a 
body cuard of seven hundered men.
Another Battle in Missouri.
Sr. Lours, July 17.
Mr. Haynard, Superintendent of the Hannibal 
and St Joseph Railroad, just arrived here from 
Hannibal, received the following dispatch pre­
vious to leaving that place :—Hudson, Mo. Ju­
ly 16th. Eight hundred Federal troops came up 
ahead of the passenger train this moruing as far 
as Millville, thirty mites above St. Charles, on 
the North Missouri Railroad, where the track was 
torn up, and the troop8 fired'into. An engage­
ment ensued, resulting in the loss of seven rebels 
killed and several taken prisoners. One man 
caught with a gun in his hand was immediately 
hung. Another attempting to escape was rid­
dled wiih balls. The fighting still continued 
when the passenger train passed up. The Fed­
erate lost three killed and seven wounded. Thir­





The Republicans don’t like the Address of the 
Maine Democratic State Central Committee, pub­
lished in last week’s Banner. Who .cares? They 
call it a “treasonable” document! Well to use 
the language of Patrick Henry, “if this be trea­
son, they can make the most of it.” They will 
have an abundance of this kind of ‘*treason” be­
tween this and the October election :
Poor Greely.
Horrors Greeley of the Tribune, appears to be 
getting more kicks than coppers from bis Repub. 
lieau friends at present. The whitecoated phil­
osopher lectured the other night in Belfast, N. Y. 
to an audience twenty persons—all told ! The 
Republicans who now swear that he is a “traitor’’ 
and would not go to hear him. Come, gentle­
men, you can’t throw Greeley off in this manner. 
He is your darling idol and saint—the leader 
and controller of your party.
Reducing Rents.
The stagnation of business, produced by the 
war, has caused a general decline in the price 
real estate and a {reduction of rents. It is said 
that in New York, Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and 
most of the large cities, an immense numder of 
valuable business houses are entirely vacant, 
and landlords, iu many cases, to keep their buil. 
dings occupied, offer to reut them at a mere nom- 
ieal price, barely suffie;ect to pay the tax aud in­
surance.
Rebels is not known. [St. Charles 
on the Missouri river, a short distance 
St. Louis, whie Millville is a small town on 
railroad, about twenty miles further on]
WAR NEWS!
The Federal Army 53,000 Strong1, on its 
Way to Richmond.
[Times Dispatch ]
Washington. July 16—I'he army in Virginia
j to-day took up the line of march f*r Richmond 
via Fairfax and Manassas. Tbe force starting 
to-day is fully 50,000 strong, the number reach­
ing by actual count about 53,000.
Col. Burnside’s brigade went over the Long 
. | Bridge at 4 o’clock this afternoon, and struck 
the road for Fairfax Court House. The 27th 
New A ork, Col, Slocum, went over at five o’clock 
and also took the Fairfax route.
Oil to lticlimond!




gen. McDowell at centrevillei
[Special to the Cleveland Leader.]
Washington, Jnly 18. 1861,1 
6 o’clock, P. M. j
The whole grand army is in motion toward 
Manassas. The trosps left this morning, all in 
the highest spirits at the real work which they 
have on hand at last. The whole route from 
Alexandria to Fairfax and beyond is full of troops 
pressing forward to the fight. It is a giorious 
sight.
Three S. C. regiments fled from Fairfax C. H. 
yesterday, also one thousand Virginia cavalry. 
The people have been under a terrible military 
rule while the place has been occupied by the 
rebel troops. The whole country about is strip­
ped of everything eatable or stealable. Some 
of the people say that eight thousand rebels evac 
uated that place yesterday ; others sav there 
were no more than five thousand. They all 
fled precipitately.
Our troops are in such rapid chase after the 
chase after the rebels that they must overtake 
or come to strong lines of defence before to­
morrow morning. Urobably the latter will be 
hard fighting.
It is reported that there has been fighting at 
Centreville, six miles bevond Fairfax If so, 
we shall have reports, aud I will send them as 
fast as received. S.
Particulars of the Battle at 
Bull’s Run.
NO MOVE UPON MANASSES!
Centreville. Va. via Washington.)
July 19-9 P.M. j 
The action yesterday was at a place called 
Blackburn Ford, over the small creek called 
Bull’s Run, 3 miles east of Manassas. The rebels 
were strongly intrenebedj with masked batteries. 
Tbe attacking force comprised the 1st Massachu­
setts, the 12th New York, and the 2d and 3d 
Michigan regiments, under command of Col. 
Richardson of the Michigan 2d.
Tbe Federal fire opened from two rifled can­
non, supported by tbe infantry a3 skirmishers. 
The rebels replied with a tremendous fire from 
cannon and small arms. The 12th regiment had 
its liues broken by the heavy firing, but rallied 
for a charge.
Gen. Tyler, who had command of the right 
division of the advance, ascertaining with toler­
able certainty the strength of the rebels, and 
finding ihat Col. Richardson’s brigade was not 
sappoited by artillery and cavalry, ordered the 
Calumn to retire to Centreville, where they etc* 
camped for the night.
Gen. T.ler expresses his satisfaction at the 
result of ihe affair, saying that he got what he 
wanted—information of the strength of the ene­
my. The loss was 30 killed and 40 wouuded. 
Tbe main loss comes upon the Michigen Reg­
iments, who covered themselves with glory by 
tbeir coo’ and determined courage. A part of 
the time they were within pistol shot of the rebels’ 
fortifications.
Gen. Tyler's column rets here until the re 
serve comes up. They will be here in sufficient 
number to advahee to-day and by to night (Fri- 
dry), we shall have 50,000 men before Manassas. 
Then look out for fighting.
FIGlim'G II THE KEIAWfll WLLEV.
Another At Inch from a Masked 
Rebel Hattcry J 
THE BATTERY SILENCED!
The Case of James E Harvey.
A committee of Senators was selected on Sat* 
urday in caucus, to wait on the President and re* 
quest the recall of James E. Harvey from Portu­
gal. An examination of the telegraphic dis­
patches shows, says a Tribune dispatch, that he ■ -----
gave his Charleston friend, Judge Magrath, a [later—second dispatch.]
larger amount of explicit information contetnipg ‘ Washington, July 18—10 P. M.
the doings of our Government than had been sup- j It is reported that a brisk skirmish occurred 
posed. He even informed the Judge r f the flue- at Bull’s Run, two mile? beyond Centreville, be- 
tuations of the Cabinet from time to time, as they ! tween a portion of Tyler's column, comprising 
occurred on the question of reinforcing F rt, ; ihe two Michigan Regiments. command bv Cols 
Sumter. One telegram apprised him that with a Wilcox and Richardson, and a large force of 
singte exception all voted for evacuation ; auothi r rebels.
that the parly iu favor of reinforcement had grown i After the commencement of the action, Tyler 
in consequence of the arrival of certain New was re-enforced by a brigade, and the rebels bv 
York politicians. Two of tbe despatches, as has ' two brigades. The action probably extended 
already been stated, were signed “ A friend ihe ! through the whole lines, or at least through a 
other with the full name of ihe abettor of treason. ; division of the main army. When my informant 
Now that all the evidence has been placed before j left the fields, the result of the fight had not been 
the President, he cannot he.-iiate in following the | decided. Owing to the overpowering number 
advice of tbe executive hrauc’n of Congress. ! of the enemy, Tyler has deemed it prudent to
----------------- ----------------------- I fall back for reinforcements. The enemy were
1 also being strongly re-enforced.
Another informant, tells me that when he left, 
! he heard a cheering along th lines of the Union 
I troops. H“ thinks our hoys have won the dav. 
i It is stated 'hat the enemy were strongly fortified. 
Some of the Michigau volunteers were wounded.
8.
Explulsion of Senators.
The action of the United States Senate on 
Thursday in expelling the Senators from the se* 
ceded Slates, proves how complete and finale is 
the separation between the two sections of the 
Union. We have no comment to make on the 
proce'ding, but accept it as one of the circum­
stances which is propelling us on, either to final 
separation ov to the establishment of a central 
depotism. It may not be possible to determine 
which of these results we shall finally reach ; but 
of the two, all friends of the Government will uu- • 
hesitatingly choose the former.
The vote on the question of expulsion stood 
thirty-two to ten. This doe3 not indicate, nor 
does any thing in the present Congress indicate, 
a hope of conciliation or peace. War ip the proThe Master Cracking his Whip.
The New York Tribune, refeiring to a tetter 
from its Washington correspondent, thus comes 
down on the Cabinet, and at tho same time indi­
cates tbe spirit that moves the Black Rnpublicans 
of the Northern States :
“ But the most startling point, of our correspon­
dent’s letter is the statement that no vigorous 
military movement is intended by the Adminis­
tration, or, to speak more exactly, by the Cabine t 
The war is to be dragged along until the people, 
weary of armies without action, and taxes with­
out triumphs, can be brought to consent to some 
compromise like that of Mr. Crittenden. If this 
purpose, or anyt! ing npproaching it, is really en­
tertained by the Cabinet, or by any members of 
it, we warn those gentlemen ^hat they cannot 
much longer remain in the service of the United 
States. Indeed they might as well begin to pack 
their trunks now."
Of course, the people have nothing to say. It 
is sufficient to know the abolition demagogue who 
controls tbe Tribune has issued his edict. No 
more discussion, gentlemen. Does not your mas- 
ter bid you ?
Will STdo it ?
General (?) Ashley, member of Congress from 
the Lucas (O.) District, puts forth the following 
in a recent communication to the Ohio Blade :
“ I WILL NEVER CONSENT TO TAKE THE SOUTH - 
ern States back into the Union only on con. 
dition that SLAVERY SHALL BE ABOL­
ISHED.”
Suppose Mr. Ashly moves a resolution in Con­
gress—or, what would be more appropriate, sup­
pose he moves as a preamble to the Loan BiP 
of $400,000,000, or the bill to increase the army 
—that it is the sense of Congress that peace shall 
not he made, nor the seceded States be taken 
back into the Union, “only on condition that 
slavery shall be abolished ?” We should then 
know where the Republican party really stands.
If the object of this war is the abolition of slavery 
there are thousands on thousands of patriotic 
citizens, who now support it at the North, will op­
pose it. We hope General Ashley will not be 
backward, but endeavrr to get an expression of 
Congress on the views he has presented as above 
quoted.—Cin. Enquirer
Infamous Treatment of Ohio Soldiers.
A soldier writes to the Cleveland Plaindealer 
from Phillippi, that “ all the Ohio boys are poor­
ly clothed, miserably fed, and have been treated 
thus far more like dogs than men.’1
He adds : “ If the men now enlisting for three 
years kne-w how we have been treated, they would 
not get one where they now get fifty.”
He ad Is that “ Governor Dennison will find 
that the Ohio Volunteers have a fearful reckon­
ing with him when they return.”
The Dead and Wounded at Rich Moun­
tain Va.
The correspondent of the Cincinnati Com. at 
ths Seat of War in western Virginia telegraphs 
from Grafton under date of July 17h a full list o^. 
the killed and wounded in the fight on Rich Moun. 
tain, between the federal troops and tbe rebels.
There were eleven killed and thirty four wounded 
—eight mortally, »11 from the indiana Regiments 
We are gratified to learn that none of tbe Ohio 
boys in the 19th Regiment, were kilted or wound
ed. ______ __________
“We are Lost.”
In tbe special correspondence of the Cincinna­
ti Commercial of Saturday, we find tho following:
“ Unless a majority of all the people come up 
freely with their means, determined to sustain
the immense necessities of the hour, ice are lost, __ __ _____




The list of the regular officers is as fol’ows : 
Winfieli Scott, Brevet Lieutenant General ; G. 
B. McClellan, John C. Fremont and Nathaniel 
Banks, Major Generate. The commission of 
General McClellan places him as the senior Ma­
jor General, and next in rank to General Scott. 
Major Generals Dix, Butter, Patterson and Mc­
Dowell are of the volunteer forces and not the 
regular army. General Wool is the senior Briga­
dier of ten appointments in the regular army. 
The Army Bill.
The Army Bill passtd by the House on Sat­
urday, appropriates $161,000,000. For ihe pay 
ol’troops, $60,000,000 ; for subsistence, $25,000, 
000 ; for supplies of the Quartermaster’s Depart, 
ment, $14,000,000 ; for tbe purchase of 84 000 
horses, $10,200,000 ; for the transportation of the 
army, $16,000,000; for gun boats on the Wes­
tern rivers, $1,000,000. The Navy bill appro­
priates $30,000,000.
Who Col. Seigel Is.
We learn the following particalara of the his­
tory of Col. Seigel:
Col. Frank Seigel, who so gallantly led the Uni* 
ted States forces against the Missourians at Car­
thage, is about thirty-seven years of age. He is 
a vative of Baden, and graduated at the military 
school at Carlsruhe. He eutered the regular ar­
my of Baden, and was advanced to the post of 
Chief Adjutant in 1847. His sympathies with 
the first revolution in Southern Germany lost him 
his commission. He was appointed General-in- 
Chief at the beginning of the second revolution, 
May, 1848, and ted the forlorn hope of the liberal 
party with great energy and zeal. He came to 
America in 1850; was a Professor in Dr. Dulon’s 
Academy, and afterwards married Mr. Dulon’s 
daughter. He received a call to a professorship 
in St. Louis, where he soon became distinguished 
for mililary talents.
King Cotton Loose.
Two hundred car loads of cotton have 
through Indianapolis within the past week, bound 
to eastern ports. Where is Mr. C. G Memmin- 
ger, Secretary of Jeff. Davis’ Treasury ? Where 
is the great cotton police ?
Old Aba’s Son.
The son ot President Lincoln has a contract 
for army supplies on which he is making a net 
profit of over twenty thousand dollars per week- 
Doing pretty well for a small boy.
The “Spirit of the age,” published at 
Woodstock, Vermont, has the following very sen 
eible remarks :
“When justice gets her due—when the chief 
offenders in the work of bringing upon the coun 
try this civil war shall be punished—such Abo­
lition and Disunion agitators of the last twenty 
years as Greeley, Garrison and Giddings will be 
among the list of traitors hung up like herrings 
to dry in the sun. Greeley, particularly, has 
been a great sinner, and with all a very dirty one. 
Let him be washed, or let him retire.”
The King can do no Wrong.
There are some persons who profess to he un­
able to see tbe distinction between supporting 
the Government and standing by the flag, and 
sustaining Lincoln's and Dennison's Administra* 
tions. They think the‘King can do no wrong,’ 
and that we must shout hozannas to him. Now 
we see a vast difference in the propositions. In 
order to show consistency and devotion to the 
Union, every patriot who is for its preservation 
ought to denounce tho corruption of Dennison
Administration, rather than Favor them.—Enq.
gramme, and we suppos- will be the order of the ‘ °u their right.
day for the present.—NcwYork Journal of Com­
merce.
The Slayer of Capt. Ward.
The Richmond; papers state that the name of 
the rebel who killed Capt. Ward, on board the 
Freeborn at Mathias Point, was James Sthreslv, 
ofStafford, Na. He was armed wiih a Sharpe's 
rifle, Rnd was alitile nearer to the Freeborn than 
the main body of the soldiers. He took deliber­
ate aim and with fatal effect.
[LATEST REPOR T —MIDNIGHT.]
Washington, July 18—2 P. M. 
The troops under Col. Hunter, which are loca­
ted not far beyond Fairfax, heard heavy cannon­
ading through tho afternoon and evening in a 
southerly direction. It wa*» supposed by the offi- 
cersof ihat command that the firing came from 
she advance forces under EeintzMman, who made 
a movement this afternoon to outflank the rebels
Many Federals Killed and Wounded!
■ ■ -♦-----
ClNfc’INNATI, July 19.
The Kanawha correspondent of the Gazette, 
uuder the dale of noon of the 18th, says on ihe 
morning of ihe 18lh, Gen. Cox ordered the 15th 
Ohio, two Companies of the 21st Ohio, two guns 
of the Cleveland Artillery, and the Ironton Cav­
alry to reconnoitre for a supposed masked bat­
tery near the mouth of Pope Creek. On reach­
ing the creek, 4 m.les from Gen. Cox's headquar­
ters, they discovered the enemy, 1500 strong, 
strongly entrenched on Perney's Hdl, with a 
masked battery of two guns.
On reaching the creek our men were fired up­
on from the masked battery aud from a log house.
Our men, after firing forty rounds, crossed the 
creek and silenced the masked batteey, but their 
amunition giving out, they were co npeiled to re­
tire. One gun of the masked battery was after­
wards remouutea and opeued tire on our men.— 
Captain Allen, of Company 1), 2lst Ohio and 
Lieutenant Pomeroy and two others were killed, 
17 wounded, and 3 missing. Colonel Norton, of 
the 21st Ohio, was badly wounded and taken 
prisoner.
Colonel Woodruff and Lieutenant Colonel Neff, 
of the 1st Kentucky, and Colonel De Villiers, of 
the 11th Ohio, left General Cox's camp on the 
17th, and nothing had been beard from them at 
last accents. It is supposed they were either 
killed or taken prisoner.
The body of Lieutenant Pomeroy was brought 





REBELS KILLED AND 200 TAKEN 
PRISONERS I
As was to be Expected.
Gray, of the Plain-Dealer, a Democrat of the i 
Forney stamp, is out in (avor of a mixed State ; 
ticket. He is the only Democratic editor we 
know of who approves of such an arrangement; 
and should he go clear over, which he probably 
will do, the Democracy will be all tbe better of 
the riddance.—Logan Gazette.
A courier just in states that the rebels fled be- 
; fore Gen. McDowell, but harrassed him cousider 
; ably by skirmishing. I’he lo«s cannot yet be 
i ascertained, but it is regarded certain that there 
i has been an engage ment beyond Centerville, in 
j which a large number of forces were engaged.
■ Gen. McDowell pushed on beyond Centerville, 
but has returned there to-night.
This report contains the substance of all the 
facts yet known at head-quarters in the city. 
Befoie morning we shall have full particulars.
The three months’ volunteers are to be mus­
tered out as soon as possible, and discharged.
The Government has contracted for ten thous­
and more Minie rifl s and fifty thousand Enfield 
rifles. They will be received here and distributed 
as fast as they are needed.
There is intense excitement in the city to-night.
Compromise.
Now that every article which the. farmer pro 
duces is at the very lowest price, wiih direct tax­
ation upon us. and a great national d* bt impen­
ding, we ask if it would not have been wiser to 
have accepted the Crittenlon Compromise, and 
thus have averted these losses and burdens? — 
Would it not be better to compromise now, on 
just and honorable terms, than to persist in the 
road to ruin?—Logan Gazette.
Fight nearManassfcs!
Afiirderous Attack from a Masked 
Hattei j at Bull’s Kuu !
How Gen. Garnett was Killed.
General Garnett was shot by a Seargeant of 
the Seventh Indiana Regiment, named Burling- 
hame, at a distance of about two hundred yards. 
Ouly one man, says the Wheeling Intelligencer, 
was near the General at the time, a beardless 
young man from Georgia, the troops having refu* 
sed to rally. The Georgian was also killed at 
the same instant, he and his companion falling 
in different directions, fee' to feet.— Cin. Gaz.
Leave the Foul Party.
Many of the Republican papers go fer break­
ing up political parties. That is right so far aa 
they are concerned. If we belonged to their par­
ty and witnessed the ruin it has brought upon 
the country, we should go for breaking up the 
concern very quick. They show true patriotism 
by this move.
Join the Democracy and say “ the Republican 
party went off and left you.”—Tiffin Advertizer.
Greeley pitching into Secretary Seward 
after boasting that he opposed Harvey’s appoint­
ment as Minister to Portugal. He adds:
“We never desired that he should be made a 
foreign Minister; and the Secretary of State as 
little consulted us in conferring that office on him, 
as he has done in keeping him in it after he has 
proved to have given treasonable information to 
tbe insurgents at Charleston.”
Browntew’s Knoxville (Tenn.) Whig of 
the 6th says the weather is very oppressive, the 
mercury being from 90 to 98 in the shade, and 
crops and gardens parched by the heat. That 
paper ad.ds, “ We have no ice this season, and 
the consequence is, that those of us who are not 
gasping for breath, are gasping fov-whisky."
The proceedings of the Democratic meet* 
ing at Freeman’s were received too late for this 
paper. They will appear in our next.
About two thirds of the Eighth Massa 
chutts regiment have been taken from Baltimore 
to Fort McHenry, to reinforce the garrison.
The New York Post says ihe Wall street 
bankers on Tuesday subscribed the full amount 
of a five million loan in forty minutes.
A farmer took his dinner at Chicago, for 
which he paid fifty cents, remarking. “There go 
Jive bushels of corn, nt 50 cents per bushel.”
Free Homes for Free Men.
Six feet by two in Potter's Field.
Severe Loss of Federal Troops.
Washington, July 19.
News from Centreville, the 18th. is received, 
with full particulars of the eugagemeuf at Bull’s 
Run.
Three companies of the Massachusetts 1st 
Regitn nt were ihe first engaged and were cross­
ing a ravine when they received a raking fire, 
killing a number. They gallantly sustained 
their position and covered the retreat of a brass 
cannon of Sherman’s battery, the horses having 
been completely disabled by the fire, until reliev­
ed by the Michigan 2d and New York l‘2th reg­
iments.
The Federal forces then took their position on 
a hill. Two rifled cannon were planted in front, 
supported by Captain Brackett's Co. D, 2d Cav- 
airy, with a line of Infantry, composed of the 2d 
Regimeut ot'Michigan, and the 12 Regiment ot 
New York in the rear. A steady fire was kept 
up on both sides in this position. The rebels 
had two batteries of eight pieces in a position 
commanding the road. They used their guns 
well. They did not reply to our return fire for 
half an hour, during which time they were re­
ceiving large reinforcements. White wa were 
again advancing, we were met by a raking fire. 
Our guns were again put in position and we 
poured grape and cannister among the enemy till 
the simply was exhausted.. Capt. Ayres, of the 
artillery, lost one man kilted and three wounded, 
and several of his pieces were disabled. The 
New York 12th suffered most, and the Massachu­
setts 1st next. Total loss on our side is estima­
ted at 30 kiled and 40 wounded.
At 4£ o’clock Gen. Tyler ordered the troops to 
retire. The day was excessively hot and the 
horses were suffering for water. Only about 100 
of our forces were at one time engaged. The 
Rebels were estimated at 4,000.
Col. Wilcox's division, including the Fire 
Zouaves, moved from Fairfax Station to-night to 
flank the enemy. This battery is thought to be 
one of a line of batteries from Acoutink Creek 
to Manassas.
Our troops did not relreat, as represented in 
some quarters, but only retired for a more effec­
tual engagement.
Washington, July 16.
An official dispatch to the War Department 
received to day. announces that tho advance of 
Gen. McDowell had not moved oa Manassas to­
day.
An official dispatch received at the War De­
partment, and dated 7 o’clock this morning, gives 
the particulars of the loss of the Federal forces 
at the engagement at Bull’s Run yesterday. It 
is states that our loss is only twelve killed and 
forty wounded. The contending armies were in 
; sight of each other op to the hour tbe dispatch 
; was closed. There has been no fighting since 
yerterday. The Federal forceB are reconnoiter- 
ing the position.
Sr. Auberts. Mo., July IS. 
Rev. Mr. Fisher, ju-it arrived from Fulton Cai- 
lowav county, reports a i-kiruiish between McNeil 
au*i a party ot State rebels at nine o'clock, yes­
terday, in sigiit nt Fulton, on the Jefferson City 
road, in winch 11 of the Federal troops were 
wounded, iwo supposed mortally. One of the 
Sta’e troops killed and three wounded.
The State troops were dispersed, and Col. Mc­
Neil is in Fulton awaiting reinforcements.
Gen. Harris was in Fulton yesterday, but was 
not in the Fight. His men were unmanageable 
and left Fulton by every road leading out of 
town. About one hundred of the State troops 
were mounted. The camp at Wood Springs is 
supposed to be broken up.
Col. McNeil's advance guards was at first at­
tacked, and Gil back cn the main body, when tha 
State troops soon retreated back to Fulton in 
great disorder.
Heavy firing is now heard in the direction of 
Portland.
Jefferson City, July 18.
The mail carrier brings news of a fight three 
miles this side of Fulton, Calloway county, be­
tween Col. Neil, with about 600 men, and Gen. 
Harris, with a force estimated at about 1000.— 
Six Federate were killed. Eighty secessionists 
killed and 200 taken prisoners. The rebels were 
completely routed.
Later and more reliable accounts from Fulton 
state that 12 of McNeil's force were wounded, in­
cluding a colored body servant.
Mr Nit hols, of Fulton, is known to have been 
killed on the part of the rebels.
Only the ad v mea l guarl of tha Federal firces 
were in the engagement, and were fired upon 
from ambush. The rebels then fled, and soma 
of them were seen afterwards quietly at work in 
their fields as though nothing had happened.— 
Harris was not in the fight, but locked on at a 
safe distance.
latest.
An official dispatch from Col. McNeil states 
that he had inet liar is. and had completely rout­
ed him. On? loss is 12 wouuded. Harris’force 
is considerably demolished.
Front St. Eouis.
St. Louis, July 13.
Capt. Smith from Springfield, who reached 
here on Thursday, brought reports that a mes­
senger arrived there that morning with intelli­
gence that General Lyoa’a command would 
reach there that day.
The entire Federal force, comprising com­
mands under Gen. Sweeney, Cote- Siegel, Solo­
mon, Brown and 4.000 Home Guards under 
John S. Phelps are concentrated at Springfield.
Last heard of the State forces they were ia 
Neoshoe going south, aud Arkansas being open 
consequence is Col. Siegel is falling back on Mt. 
Vernon.
A large num her of Arkansas troops were en­
gaged against Siegel in the battle near Carthage. 
The Federal loss was 1 0 kilted, 43 wounded, and 
four missing. Tho rebels state their loss at 700 
killed.
The guard hunted 20 men left at Neoshoe by 
Siegel previous to the battle. They were taken 
prisoners by a large force of Arkansas troops, 
and a proposition made to shoot them, but were 
finally prevailed on to take an oath not to baar 
arms against the Southern Confederacy.
Advance of General Patterson s Column.
Philadelphia, July 17. 
The Enquirer has a letter from Bunker Hill ia
relation to the advance of Gen. Patterson s col­
umn to that point on Monday. Tompkins, with 
the Rhode Islaud Battery, led the van. Six hun- 
dred of the rebel cavalry, under Col. Steward, 
charged on the 23d Pennsylvania regiment, but 
not seeing the battery which opened on them, 
breaking their charge. The rebels retreating, 
were pursued by Col. Thomas, of the re#u ar c*v 
airy, and one captain and a private were capture ,
Over a million and a half of barrels of 
flour were received in Chicago from January 1st 
t to July 1st, of this year.
In addition to the direct taxes which Sec­
retary Chase proposes, he recommends the rais­
ing of two hundred and forty millions of dollars 
. by Ioans.
and ®cunrtr».
MOUNT VBRNON... .JULY 23. 1861
9. !H. & Sewark 11. ». Time Table,
TBAIXS LSAVB MT. VERNON AS FOLLOWS!
GOING SOUTH.
Mail Train leaves.................... . ............ ...10.57 A. M ......11.15 P. M.
going NOHTtt.
Express Train leaves........................... ..... 11.28 A. M.........4 13 P M.
Central Ohio Railroad.
JJBWAEK TIME TABLE.
Coinp ra.»-4.50 A. M., 12.50 P. M„ 3 22 P. M. 
Going B«»<- -10.7 A. M., 10.17 P. M., 7.20 P. M.
Cleveland anti Toledo Railroad.
MOJfROEVILUr, TIME TABLE.
3oing West. Going EaO.
e.28 A. M................................................. 7.31 A. M.
1.35 P. M.................................................12.34 P. M.
8.84 P. M................................................. 6.43 P M.
Passengers going north on the S., M. A N. R. 
A. can take the cars of the C. <f- T. R. R. for any 
joint they desiro to reaoh,oith«r east or west of 
x Monroeville
C.,C. Si. C.R. R—Shelby Time Table
GOING- SOUTH.
Cincinnati Express,....................... ....10 10 A , M.
Night Express,........... ................... ........10.21 P. M.
GOING NORTH.
Night Express,............................. ......... 7.20 A. M.
Cinoinnati Express........................... fi.flfi P. M.
A BepuWlean Editor’s Opinion of 
Gov. Rennlson.
At Homs
We are again at our post as conductor of the 
Watchman, our company having been virtually 
disbanded and sent home; and until a good oppor- 
tunity offers tor us to see service, we shall remain 
where we are; but we are always ready to respond 
to a call, when satisfied we can do our country 
some service. We have no intention, however, if 
weoin avoid it, cf again testing the qualities of 
the hosp itality of hi* most rascally excellency 
Governor Dennison. In other words, when we 
can have a showing for active service, and avoid 
the Ohio Camp, we are in.
We would here offer our sincerest thanks to 
those kind fiiends who have taken hold of our 
business, and carried the Watchman along in our 
absence We shall hold their friendly acts in 
kindly remembrance for aye.
C. B. LINDSEY.
MEDICAL.
Till? subscriber respectfully informs the commu­nity in and around Mt. Vernon, that she has settled in said place as a regular praotisiug Physi­
cian. having graduated in Philadelphia, and as such 
solicits patronage, especially from the female portion 
of society. Her rooms are in Hill’s Building, corner 
of Mainand Gambier streets, entrance between Tay­
lor M Gantt’s and Muuk’s stores.
Country calls promptly attended to.
j 1-23-tf __ JANE PAYNE^M^D^
Biood Purifyev and Blood PSila.
wools FOR 1861.
WE feel great eonfidonce in announcing to Wool Growers and Merchants that we possess un­surpassed facilities for receiving, grading and soiling 




Will be mado on receiving Wool.
SACKS WILE BE SENT
To those who wish to consign.
Our Charges are Few.
No efforts will be wanting to merit the patronage 
of those who have Wool to sell.
CLEVELAND WOOL DEPOT CO., 
Office No. 107 Bank Street, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Juno 18-w4
Democratic County Convention.
The Democratic voters of the various Townships 
in Knox County are requested to meet at the usual 
places of holding meetings, in said townshis, on Fri­
day, August 2d, 1861, between the hours of 2 and 7 
o’clock, P. M., and then and there appoint three del­
egates to represent said townships, in a County Con­
vention, to be held in Mt. Vervon, on Saturday, 
August 3d, at 10£ o’clock, A. M., for the purpose of' 
choosing Delegates to the Democratic State Con­
vention, to be holden at Columbus, on Wednesday, 
August 7th to nominate a Domcratic State Ticket.
The Democrats of Clinton township will meet at 
the Lybrand House.
By older of the Central Committee.
L. HARPER, Chairman.
Lemoeiatic Meeting in Lock
Mr. Hakper— Dear Sir: A meeting of the 
Democracy of Knox and Licking cos. was held at 
the Dewell meeting h >e, near Lock, on the 27 
of June, 1861. The meeting was organized by 
calling N. P Perkins to the Chair, and appoin­
ting I. P. Larimore, Secretary.
The meeting was then addressed by B. Thorn­
hill, in a few very appropriate remarks, in oppo­
sition to the war policy of the present Adminis­
tration, af er which the following resolutions 
were unanimonsily adopted:
Whereas threats have been made by the Abo- 
1'ti nisie of this vicinity, and county, to mob a d 
execute Dem-erats, for exercising their lega. 
and coonstiiutional rights, tlerefore,
Rcsnlced, Tuat as the Abolitionists take all 
the iaw in their hands, because Old Ab", tie 
rai and Union-splitter does, we, the Demociaty, 
will do itie same, it these threats are attempted 
to he put in force.
Resolved, That we are 1 xw-Ioviug and law ahi- 
ci ing citizeno, and we intend to be g<n; and tha 
we all pledge cur lives and all that is near and 
dear to ns. for the rights of all constitutioual law 
ftbn ing Democrats, and that, wo will go io their 
rerc ie at a moment's warning.
Resolved, That we ap; ly the old ad ge -o those 
cowardly Abolinonis 8 who matte threats,vii i ihfjt 
•’barking dogs never bile.”
Resolved. That we are opposed to the policy o 
the present Administration and considered it is 
rncapable of mtnaging the affairs of this gov­
ernment; and if find spares in to see another 
Presidential Campaign, we will put our heJrrt 
and hands to work, so as t> have constitutional 
redress.
Resolved. That past lessons taught by sal ex 
perietiee, show that no party is capable <>f hold­
ing the helm of this Government, save the Dem­
ocratic partv.
Resolved, rhat we nr© opposed to the present, 
war, on the ground ihat it is claimed to b: a 
war to preserve the Union, b it instead of tint ii 
hrs made four states leave the Union, and will 
make others f >!low; and in place of nniti..g them 
it separates them wider and wider every dav.
Resolved, That we are in favor ot G secession 
and Compromise. The difiicuby betwe n the 
North and th© South cannot be settled in any 
other way. Powder and lead will never unite 
these Slates together.
Resolved, That the Aholitmnist and Republi­
can try for the Union is all hypoctisr awd is 
nothing more nor less than one of their dastard 
ly hypocritical lies, for popularity; and when we 
bear them cry ‘’Union. U don,” we know thev 
mean disunion; their every action proves it so.
N. P. PERKLNS, President
I. P. Larimore, Secretary.
Gov. Dennison-
When, a few weeks ago, m letters from Camp 
Jackson, we spoke of the rascality of Gov. Denni­
son in giving the grub contract to his relative at 
the exhorbitaut price of 60 cents per day for each 
volunteer, excuses were made (or him by many of 
the Republican and other papers throughout tho 
State. Wecontended then, and do still, that there 
were no extenuating ciroumstances connected 
with the matter, and that the foundation of the 
whole transaction was the innate rascality of the 
ex.cutive, and his natural penchant for thievery. 
At the time the contract of Kxl-ky & Co , was 
received and accepted at 60 cents per hea l, par 
day; for feeding volunteers, Ogden & Co., and 
others equally responsible sent in propositions to' 
feed soldiers at 40 cents. And at last when the 
fuss was kicked up, at Camp Jackson, Ogden & 
Co., stepped in, an! did feed them at 40 cents, and 
gave us a great deal better fare than was done by 
the 60 cent men, and made for themselves an enor­
mous profit.
In all the subsequent contracts, the Governor of 
Ohio has evinced ihe same spirit of rascality, and 
theivery seems to be the ruling motive of every 
act of his exceHency. He has paid double price 
for clothing—usurping in this case the duties of 
the Quartermaster, and giving out the clothing 
contracts himself, so as to be able to reward his 
frivnda and put a per cent, of the contract funds 
m his own pockets and that of his kinsmen. No 
oiip, at Ibis dote, pretends to doubt that Gov. Den 
nison is personally interested in most of the con­
tracts given out. and that there is a man between 
himself and every contractor. And so with all the 
offices appointed by the State executive. We have 
learned of instances where men were offered posi­
tions by the Adjutant General, and a stipulation 
made that a third, or more, of the salary should be 
held back, for the benefit of the executive and his 
family. He has speculated in every thing; Grub, 
Clothing, Tincups, Camp Kettles, Mess-Pans, and 
and lias sold out offices in his gift to the lowest 
bidder, retaining the surplus for his own benefit. 
Honesty and capability are not the r quisite quali 
fieation for position in the estimation of Gov. Den­
nison. A man must necessarily be as dishonest 
as the devil himself to succeed with his excellency 
—capable of battering for position. Men of Ohio, 
Your Governor has been speculating in the cloth­
ing, and supplying of the soldiers ..f yourState, 
©ud now, ha is speculating in their lives, by plac­
ing over them, as officers drunken, immortal, 
worthless, incompetent, wreckless men, who h ive 
none ol the qualifications necessary for positions 
of such Importance, but who agree to div de their 
salaries with tits appointing power Men who 
ale ba krupt at home who are bankrupt in pur«e, 
and principle, are flocking to his presence and are 
giving a stipulated percent, for position,and these 
are the men who are loudest in curses against 
your ions because they will not be inveigled into a 
three years enlistment for their benefit. They 
are men who have left their involved estates to 
get a respite from the law, and curse honest rnen 
because they wi'l not be parties to the rascality 
This state of affairs is all owiqg to the executive 
of the Slate. The Governor of Ohio has filled all, 
or nearly so, of tho first water, pliant tools, and 
kindred i i so I an I dishonesty with himself—and 
Ii links are comp'ete throughout the whole line. 
E t'le officers have caught the contagion, and sale 
is now resoited to in the appointment of the most 
insignificant offices in the whole army of Ohio.— 
Twisting and turning, honey-fugleing and wire­
working, are resorted to in the formation of compa­
nies and regiments, so as to have the webb of ras- 
ca’ity and infamy complete.
The outrageous frauds which have been perpe-
»r. hobagk’s
SCANDINAVIAN REMEDIES.
THE evidence in the possession of Dr. Robaok, which is at all times aacessibie to tho public, es­tablish the following
‘FACTS!
Thatthe BLOOD PURIFIER and BLOOD PILLS 
have been proved by analysis to
Contain No Mineral}
That they euro the almost universal complaint, 
Dyspepsia
with unerring certainty, and in a very sh-srt time.— 
That after all other medicines have proved useless, 
they relieve
Liver Complaint,
and restore tho health and strength of the sufferor. 
That
Sick Females,
who have languished for years in helpless weakness 
and despondency, recuperate with great rapidiiy un­
der their invigorating operation. That all sexual 
disabilities are removed by their cordial and gentle 
stimulating properties. That they recruit 
Shattered Constitutions, 
however they may have been trifled with and abus­
ed; that their direct tendency is to lengthen life, 
and render it enjoyable. That operating directly 
upon tho poison of the ilieeate in the blood, they 
Cause Soon to Ileal,
and discharge from the system every taint of Scro­
fula, whether hereditary or otherwise. That they 
Heciuit the Debilitated, 
and that there is no disease of the Stomach and Bow­
els, the Live*-, the Nervous System, the Skin, Glands 
or Muscles,
Arising from Impnritiaa or 
Obstructions of the Blood 
t.r Secretions,
in which they do not give prompt relief, and, (if ad­
ministered before the very citadel of life has been 
invaded,) effect af a painless and perfect cure.
Bear in mind that the fcCANDIVADIAN VEGE­
TABLE BLCOD PILLS are endorsed by the expe­
rience of thousands of living witnesses, who in let­
ters, affidavits, medical works, and by word of 
month, proclaim them to be the very best prepara­
tion of the kind ever offered to the broken -down vic­
tims of ill-heath. They hunt disease through every 
avenue and organ of the system, and expel it thor­
oughly and permanently.
No one can doubt their superiority after one sin­
gle trial—they are not only better, but in fact chea­
per than any other Pills, for it takes a less number 
of them to produce a better effect.
Price of the Scandinavian Vegetable Blood Purifi­
er, $1 per bott.e, or $5.per half dozen. Of the 
Scandinavian Vegf-tablo Blood Pills, 25 cents per 
box, or 5 boxes for $1.
A NEW ARTICLE.
Dr. Roback’s Stomnch Ritters.
A new and delightful Stomachic ami Cordial, for 
giving tone to the Stomach, and for the prevention 
of bilious complaints incident to the Western coun­
try. Try it.
As a morning drink, to assist digestion and re­
lievo Dyspepsia, it has no equal. Try it.
In flavor it is superior to all other Bitters. Try if. 
2 he for mu la of these Bitters, now (1 861) the so'* 
property of Dr. Robnek, originated with one of the 
oldest and most eminent Medical Practitioners of 
the West, and it is directly predicated upon the 
wants of Western people.
These Bitters derive their stimulus from the pow-' 
erful tonic nature of the roots and herbs of which 
they are composed, and as they are. by allaying un­
natural cravings of the stomach, directly promotive 
of
Temperance,
the present proprietor believes that in making them 
widely known the public welfare is subset ved.
Take Notice.
THE membc’S of tho Knox County Mutual In­surance Company are hereby notified that the Annual Meeting of said Company will he held at 
their office, in 311. Veanon, on Wednesday, July 17, 
1861, at 10 o’clock, A. M., for the purpose of elect­
ing a Board of Directors for the ensuing year and 





WI IA NS BE A13,
Lato of the firm of BEAM A MEAD, having located 
himself on the
EAST SIDE OF MAIN STREET, ONE DOOR 
SOUTH CF LIPPITT’S DRUG STORE, 
and nearly opposito tho KENYON HOUSE, trusts 
his friends and the public generally, will not fail to 
find h;m and his new location, with a good stock of
KEW GOODS
AT FASO PRICES.
In Goods. Prices and Attention, he shall aim to please 
and merit a share ol the public patronag}.
April 23, 1861. _______________________
-~WAEH.EIVS EAIOX WASHER.
HORACE WELSH,
BESPECTFULLY announces to the citiaens of j Knox and the adjoining counties that he is the agent for the manufacture and sale of WALKER’S 
CELEBRATED UNION WASHER, which, he hesi­
tates not to say is the
Best Washing Machine 
now in use in the country. These machines are 
manufactured at Cooper’s Foundry, in Mt. Vernon, 
and are sold at extremely low prices. Road the fol­
lowing coriiflcute of p-ersons well known in this com­
munity :
Mt. Ykuxon, Ohio, Feb. 4th, 1861. 
3Vo the undersigned, would recommend G. Walk­
er’s Union Washer as one of the most desirable im­
plements of household economy; and believe that it 
stands unequaled for ease of operating, for perfection 
and expedition in washing, and for the comfort and 
health of the operator, freeing them from the inju­
rious effects of stooping, soaking, steaming, and in­
haling into the lungs the nauseating and health de­
stroying fumes of the wash.
irou’t Delay to Purify the Dojod. 
PURIFY THE BLOOD.
DR. WEAVER'S
8AMKER & SALT RHEUM
SYRUP. ■
For the cure of Cauker, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas 
Scrofulous Disease, Cutaseous Eruptions, Sore 
Eyes, and every kind of Disease arising 
from an impure state of the Blood.
The moat tffcctive Blood Purifier of the 19th Century
IT is the Prescription of an Educated Physician, and all who aro afflicted with any of the above named diseases, should use it without delay. It will 
drive the disease from the system, and when once 
out o» the Skin,a few applications of Dr. Wkavbr’s 
CERATE, OIAFMEXT, 
and you have a permanent cure.
THE CERATE has proved itself to be the best
Ointment ever invented, arid where once used, it has 
never been known to fail of effecting a permanent 
cure of Old Sores, Tetter and Ringworm, Ncald 
Head, Chilblains and Frost Bites, Barber’s Itch, 
Chapped or Cracked hands or Lips, Blotches or Pim • 
pies on the face. And for Sore Niplee and Sore Eyes. 
the Cerate is the only thing requited to cure. It 
should he kept in tho house of every family.
Read the following letter from the most reliable 
authority, and any porson desiring further evidence 
of the cure will get by addressing a few lines to Mr. 
Parker:—
Eau Clairo, Eau Claire Co., Wig., Oct. 1, 186’. 
Messers. J. N. Harris & Co.—Gentlemen: Y’our 
agent Mr. A. F. Barnes, whilst passing through our 
place, casually heard of a most effectual cure oi an 
obstinate case of salt rheum in a member of my fam­
ily, having politely requested the facts of tha case, I 
most cheerfully comply with his request.
The subject of this remarkable cure is my son, and 
was attacked with salt rheum when about a year and 
a half old. I applied from time to time for aid to the 
most efficient physicians in the easttern states, one 
of whom had traveled Europe ; but whilst he would 
at times receive some temporary relief, still the dis­
ease remained, and” would break out occasionally, 
with the most virulent type, rntil he arrived at- the 
a t the age of fourteen years, when my oye providen­
tially rested upon the advertisement of Dr. Weaver's 
Canker and Salt Rheum Syrup and Cerate. I at 
once procured one bottle, which on trial so encour­
aged me that I procured two more, with the Cerate, 
and the result is that my son now is aud has been ef­
fectually cured of that wretched disease for the last 
three and a half y ears. Respectfully yours,
ALFRED PARKER
Price of Syrup $1, Cerate 25 cent* per bottle.
Directions accompany each Dottle. S«ld by tnast 
Medicine Dealers.
J. N. HARRIS A Co., Proprietors,
Forthe Western and Sontorn States. Cincinnati, O.
To whom orders for the abovo Jledines may bs 
addressed.
Si Id Wholesale and Retail by S. W. Lippitt, Mt.
Vernon; Jarnos Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. Frenoh, 
Gambier; N. Dayton. Martinsburg; Montague <fc 
IIosoc, Frederickt'iwn; W. T. Mahon, Millwood; S. 
W. Sapp. Danville; Roberts & Samuel, Columbus. 
.May ll-mfi
Household Remedy—Everybody keeps it.
trated upon the people of Ohio, are to be paid f ir ] soon bo for sale by all of Dr. Hoback's num-
out of the pockets of the people themselves,— | ofqus Agents, and at Hotels <fee. the country over. 
Will they not bring these rascals to a speedy and
awful account ? Do not they look upon Dennison 
& Co., as traitors deserving of a ivo se fate than 
that w hich awaits Jeff’. Davis and his rebel crew 









Goo. W. Jacks m, 
March 5, '6 l:tf.
L. M. Watson, 
Robert IVatson, 
William I)artIoU,
J. B. Staunton, 
Hellen M. Staunton, 






IS THE ONLY REMEI’Y KNDVVN FOR 
RHEUMATISM, GOUT AND NEURALGIA 






FAMILY MEDICINE OF THE AGE
LIPPITT’S CITY DRUG STORE,
OPPOSITE THE KENYON HOUSE.
*W. IjIPr’ITT,
g-p WHOLESALE AAD RETAIL DRUGGIST.^
Manufacturers of—
Llppitt’s Rat Exterminator, 
Unrivalled Cough Syrup, 
Egyptian Plaster,
Indigo Blue,








Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 
Pr»tt A Butoher’s Magio Oil, 
Merchant’s Gargling do. 
Clarke’s Female Pills.
I am now in tho roeolpt of the largest and most complete stock of 
LEAD, Chrome Green, Dry and in Oil Varnish, and White Wash B 
to which we invite attention of the trade
Toilet Articles. Oils,
Burnett’s Coooane, No. 1 Oil,
Woods’ Hair Restorative, Sperm Oil,
Chinese Lilley White, Fish 0”,
Rouge Bal! and Meen Fun, Linseod Oil,
Charcoal Tooth Paste, Olive Oil,
French,English and Am. Perfam'ry Neet’s I oot Oi;,
Transparent Bar Soap. Castor Oil;
y® Physicians’Proscription* and Family Reoip-ss carefully compounded. Medicines warranted to 
be genuine, and of the best quality. .
MaySl-tf A. W. LIPPITT, City Drug Store.
Wholesale Dealers In—
Coal Oil Stand Lamps,
Coal Oil Hanging Lamps,
Coal Oil Side Lamps,
Coal Oil Lamp Chimneys,
Chimney Brushes and Wiohs, 
Lamp Shades and Globes,
Coal and Carbon Oil, in qnaMlli' t 
toxuit purchasers-
FRENCn ZINC. PURE WHltfe 
rushes, ever brought to this rtsvsit,
Sundries.
’ Sand Paper, So. 0, !, l|, 2, 2|,
: Shoe Blacking and Broshes, 
i Supporters, Trusses sad Shosidei 
i braces,
I Scotch and Naecoboy Snuff,
; Carriage and Bathing Sponges,




O’BOTH MALE AND FEMALE!
TO CLOTHE THEMSELVES




Sign of tlie Red Flag,









THE undersigned tab** elesnire in • announcing to the citizens of Knox I and the surrounding counties, that he! 
has just opened at the Hboie stand, re-i 
eently occupied by N. Epasteiu a large j 
and magnificent stock of




The Plytnou h Advertiser of Saturday says :— 
■“During the storm about noon of Thursday Inst, 
Miss Nancy A. Robinson, daughter of Mr. Ste­
phen Robinson, who resides about two miles 
north of Greenfield Centre on the Monroeville 
road, was killed, under the following circumstan 
ces. A large oak tree, standing about 50 feet 
south of the house, was struck by lightning and 
shivered to pieces, one piece was thrown off with 
such force that it passed through the bedroom 
window, on the southside of the house, and pass, 
ing through the bed room, (the bed room door 
bing open,) struck Miss II., who was sitting in 
the large room opposite the bed room door, on 
the bead, breaking her skull so badly that she 
died in about twelve hours afterwards.
Dr, Lchml’s Anti Rheumatic Band I a the 
only known remedy for Rheumatism, Gout and Neu­
ralgia, and the pernicious effects of Mercury, and it 
is with the greatest satisfaction, ns to its merits, that 
we call the attention of our readers to the advertise­
ment in another column of our paper, of the Anti 
Rheum itie Baud. july 18-4w.
A Family" Blessing.—“In lifting the kettle from 
the fire it caught and scalded my hands and person 
very tevcrcly—one hand almost to a crisp. The tor­
ture was unbearable. It was an awful sight. * *
* * *. The Mustang Linnment appeared to ex­
tract the pain almost immediately. It healed rap­
idly and left no scar of account. Charles Foster, 
420 Broad Street Philadelphia.” It is truly a won­
derful article. It will cure any case of Swelling, 
Burns, Stiff Joints, Eruptions or Rheumatism. For 
Horses it should never be dispensed with. One Dol­
lar's worth of Mustang has frequently saved a val­
uable horse. It cures Galls, Spra ns, Ringbone, 
Spavin and Founders. Beware of imitation and 
counterfeits. A countefeit was put in circulation 
from St. Louis and duly suppressed. All genuine 
will hereafter bear the signature of G. W. Westbrook 
Chemist, and D. B. Barnes, Proprietor, with the 
words “ Trade” “ Mark,” in two Medallions of the 
Federal Currency. Three Sizes. Sold throughout 
the habitable Globe. D. S. BARNES,
July 16-4w. ' New York.
; In the meantime, orders will be filled direct from 
I Cincinnati in any quantity , and at the lowest rates, 
i It is put up in Quart Bottles, and securely packed 
i in one doz. cises. Half doz. sample cases will, bow- 
j over, bo packed and sent to any address, if desired 
Retail Price, per bottle, or six for So.
Principal office and salesroom, No. 6 East Four! 
Street, 3d building from Main Street, Cincinnati, 
Onio. Laboratory, No. 32 Huuvnond Street.
For sab; in Ifnox County, by A. W. Lippitt, W. B. 
Russel, Mt. Ve r n o n .
D. A D. 8. Fry, Centreburg.
S. W. Sapp, Danville.
Montague, A Hosask, Frodoriektewn.
R. McCloud, Millwood.
31. N. Dayton, Martinsburg.
Bishop A Mishey, North Liberty.
Hanna ,fc Mercer, Bladeri.’hurg.
D. P. Wright, Barbers, 3s Dowdi, Amity,
A. Gardner, Alt. Holly.
K. M. Fisher, Palmyra.
Daniel Veatch, Mt. Liberty.
John Denny, Heller, and bv druggists and me 
chants generally throughout the U. 4. Jan 23.
JOHN E. EVANS. M IIS. JOB EVANS
JOHN E. EVANS & CO.,
MAIN ST., MT. VERNON, OHIO,
Have now on band a large stock of the
SlIl’ROVEO STEWART STOVES,
A Sure Cure for a Felon.—When the soreness firs- 
commonces,or even when far advanced, it can be rer 
lieved and entirely cured by holding the finger o 
part afflicted in Perry Davis’ Pain Killer for half an 
hour. It has been thoroughly tested, and proves a 
never failing remedy. A fellon is a troublesome 
thing, and we would advise all so troubled to tost 
the remedy.
Sold by medicine dealers generally, july 16 4t.
We take delight in referring our afflicted friends 
to the drugstore of James Blanchard, where that 
most estimable medicine medicine, Dr. S.O. Rich­
ardson’s SHERRY WINE BITTERS, can be pro
Our Amity Packet.
We have constant comp.'ain’s from our sub. 
ecribers in vicnity of Amity in regard to the ir­
regular receipt, and wrongful delivery of their i cure<^- advise our friends to use it, because we 
, . - , know its value in curing Fever and Ague, diseasesvanrwaro era ft mo om <x'?x t i I it cotiction f K r r k ,. i . ° _papers, and we are entirely satisfied that the 
Postmaster at that place is grossly negligent in 
the discharge of his duties. In many cases the 
Banner, instead of being handed out to its sub­
scribers, after its receipt at that office, has been 
given to Republicans, who are not subscribers, 
who, after reading the paper, have in several in 
stances, mutilated it, cutting out pieces, and 
writing upon the margin. If this kind of work 
is not stopped a prosecation^iay teach the wrong 
doers a lesson that will not ba forgotten.
common to the West,and all new countries—it should 
bo kept at hand in overy family. ' july 16-4t.
Prof. Hoback’s Advertisement.
Oar readers will find ;n mis issue of the Ban­
ner, the new advertisement of Roback’s celeb a-
I)r. S. .1. Weaver's Canker and Salt Tlheum Syrup. 
—The object of this Syrup is to throw all impurities 
which are in the blood out- upon tho surface of the 
skin, which is the only true way that the blood can 
ever be freed from them. When they are out upon 
the skin, they can at once be removed by applying 
tho Cerate, which will in all cases effect a permanent 
cure. There is no external application wh ich will 
, adone permanently cure this class of diseases, 
i Sold by Blaiichard and by Lipjitt. july 16-4t.j ----------------------------------------- -
Home Testimony.
Mt. Gilead, Morrow Co., G., March 29, 59.
Dr. Roback—Dear Sir: I have been afflicted 
I most of the time for the last six years with a gono- 
ral debility; no particular disease but general pros­
tration. I procured of your agent here, Mr. Enos
fllHE best now in use, which we will warrant to 
I give entire satire satisfaction. Also, a com­
plete assortment of
Cooking & Parlor Stoves!
Of every variety of pattern, among which will be 
found the
FORTUNE STOVE,
The best Elevated Oven Cooking jstove now in use, 
and warranted in every particular. Also, a variety 
of other patterns.
AVehave also a good variety of Low Oyen Stoves, 
among which will be found the
ROYAL OAK STOVE!
Thcbestnow in use. Also the improved Self-Regu­
lator, Improved Parlor Cook, Plate and Cylinder 
Stovos for stores and shops, plain and fancy Grates, 
Sad Irons, Britannia, Tin, Copper and Japanned 
Ware ; Pumps, Lead Pipe, Washboards,Tubs, Wood­
en Buckets, Churns, Stoves, Corn Baskets, Brooms, 
and all kinds of Housefurnishing Goods too numer­
ous to mention.
JOBBING.
We are stiff doing all kinds of Jobbing in Tin, 
Copper and Sheet-Iron, on short notice and at low 
rates. Mr. S. W. KBRSHNER has the .sole charge
ted Scandinavian Remedies to nurifv thn blmd ! Miles, some of your Scandinavian Blood Pills and of the Jobbing Department
tn wblob wo ii, ’ . • ' ‘ ’ I Blood Purifier, and have been using them for the We have for sale the right of Hall’s Patent&C., to wffich we direct the attention of all those last four or five months in the following manner : I 
who are, interested. Being blessed with good ! take a dose of the purifier in tho morning and one
health, we have not had occasion to take .Lu; - piU wbon 1 3° to bed’ and ain now in better health
.___ c___ c... . , . 6 J3ec'1' than I have been for the last six years. In that
time I have used various other medicines, all to no 
purpose. I now use the pills in my family and 
think they are the best fr./nilv medicine I ever used.
Oot30. ' WM. COOPER.
cines of any kind for several years ; but a ou 
ber of our acquaintances who have tried Dr. Ro­
back’s Remedies, pronounce them an excellent 
preparation. One thing we will say, however, 
that althongh we have no personal knowledge of 
the curative qualities of Dr. Roback’s medicines, 
yet we have found the Doctor himself, in all our 
business transactions with him, prompt and hon. 
orable to the letter.
LIGHTNING RODS,
which we put up on short notice.
Remember the place, at the Old Stand of Job
Evans, two doors South of the Cataract House. 
April 2,18Cl:tf.’ JOHN E. EVANS 4 CO.
/DST- following is an extract from a letter written 
by the Rev. J. S. Holmes, pastor of tho Pierrepoint 
Street Baptist Church,Brooklyn, N. Y., to tho “Jour­
nal and Messenger,” Cincinnatti, O., and speaks vol­
umes in fa\orof that world-renowned medicine, Mrs 
Winslow s Soothing Syrup for Children Teething
“ We see an advertisement in your columnsef Mrs. 
Winslow s Soothing Syrup. Now we no never said 
a word in faver of a patent medicine before i~ -
Godey lor August
•—Contains fashion plates of new patterns which
we suppose will be ofineonceivableinterestto the feeL c0“Pelled *<> say to your readers
, • . . i lbftt ’his is no humbug—wo have had it, and know
ladies it also contains some very entertaining sto- 'it to he all it claims. It is probably one ofthe mosl uaura c. 
ries for passtime, and a number of good receipts ! »»'ocei3«>ful medicines of the day, because it is one°of i^l Curtain F'ixtnresriit
‘ fhp Ann Inn«A nf vnnr _ __ _ ...__ ___
Young Maia, Road TJals I
WISE Councils for the Young can be had in tho “Invalid’s Aledical Confidant,” published by the undersigned for the benefit of persons who suffer 
from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, etc., sup­
plying tho moans of cure. Imprudent Maturity and 
Youthful Indiscretions are summarily dispelled.— 
Thousands have hailed this little work with delight, 
and date their restoration to usefulness in society 
from the first perusal of its interesting pages. Send 
your address for one copy, with a three cent stamp 
for return poetage to Dr. John R. Ogden A Co. j 
may 21-3m Nos. 61 and 66 John st. New York I
JUST RECEIVED”
I71R0M the manufacturers, a Spring supply of, . Wall Paper, Window Blinds, Window Shades!
for tbs mairoa.
the best. ud those of your readers who have h»-! 
bie» can’t do better than to lay i> a supply.” ^LDROYD’S BOOK 4 JEWJKLR1’ ST0KB.MareblJtf
IT is a conveniently arranged Band, containing a medicated compound, to bo worn around the Waist, without injury to the most dolitato person 
no change in habits of living is required, and it en­
tirely remoyes tho disease from the system, without 
producir g the injurious effects arising from tho use 
of powerful internal medicines which weaken and 
destroy the constitution, and give temporary relief 
oniy. By this treatment, the medicinal properties 
contained in the Band, come in contact with blood 
and reaches the disease through the pores of the skin, 
effecting in every instance a perfect cure, and re­
stores the parts afflicted to a healthy condition.—- 
This hand is also a most powerful Anti-Mercukial 
agent, and will entirely relieve the system from the 
parniciotie, effect of Mercury, iloderate cases arc 
cured in a few days, and we are constunly receiving 
testimonials of its efficacy in aggravated eases of 
long standing.
Price $2,00,(to be had of Druggists generally, or can 
be sent by mail or express, with full directions for 
use to any part of the country, direct from the Prin­
cipal office.
No. 40f> BROADWAY, New York.
G. SMITH tfe CO. Sole Proprietors, 
N. B.—Descriptive Circulars Sent Free. 
Agents Wanted Everywhere
For sale by James Blanchard, Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 
May 14, 1861.
New Firm.
S/toifi Hot and Cap Store.
MORTON & SAPP
RESPECTFULLY inform the citizens of Mount Vernon and vicinity, that they are now prepar­ed to suit every one in iheir line of business, at pri­
ces that cannot be sold under.
GO AND SEE
Their new stock of Boots, Shoes, and Gaiters, of all 
sizes aud styles. In addition to our other stock, wo 
have a splendid assortment of Hats and Caps of the 
latest style ; Men’s and Boy’s 31ilitary Caps ; and 
also, a good assortment of Hosiery and Gloves.
Shoe-makers will find it to be their interest to buy 
their Leather and Findings at
Morton & Sapp’s Boot and Shoe Store,
Corner of Main and Vino streets, Banning Building, 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. may 14
Country Merchants
CAN fit up their stock of Boots and Shoes, or any thing in our line, at Cleveland wholesale pri­ces, [may 14] MORTON & SAPP.
Custom Work.
PARTICULAR attention paid to manufacturing.Measured work and repairing done on the shor­test notice. [may 14] MORTON A SAPP.
WlYH^dlTON^E~MdRE~!
JOHN W. POWER,
AFTER an absense of many months, during which time he has been following his profession of Photographist and Ambrotypist in the principal 
galleries of Fine Art in the South and West, has re­
turned to Mt. Vernon,and opened his
UNION GALLERY LF ART,
In the spacious rooms prepared especially for him, 
immediately over the Banking house of Messrs. Rus­
sell. Sturges A Co., West side of Main street, Mt. 
Vernon, wbero he is prepared and furnished with the 
means of executing his art in a manner not to bo 
surpassed by any artist in the land.
Elfe-Sized Photographs,
Painted in oil colors, by ihe best Artist of tho North 
West, Ambrotypes of all sizes, from minaturc to the 
very largest size, taken in the shortest notice, at the 
most reasonable prices. His large stock of Frames, 
cases, and Lockets cannot be surpassed in Ohio.— 
11 is Light will permit him to oporate at all hours of 
the day, and in all kinds of weather, having been 
prepared under his immediate supervision. He feels 
confident that nothing is wanting to make it a per­
fect Gallery of Art. Mr. Power is prepared to fur­
nish all country Artist? with all kinds ofStook at East­
ern prices. The entire community are cordially in­
vited to call at the Union Gallery of Art.
Don’t forget to call at his Rooms over Rus­
sell, Sturges A Co.’s Bank, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
June 25th. 1861, tf.
GOOD NEWSFO1 THE PEOPLE!
FORT SUMTER
Jias Positively been ItelnfbKied!
Notwithstanding the united opposition ofFort Jioultrle. Wo run them in not in the night, nor with muffled oars, but in broad day light, 
by the car load.
We aro not only selling Sugars extremely low, but 
all othor goods as comparitively cheap. Thankful 
to the Public for their liberal patronage, we solicit a 
continuance of the same and hope to merit it in fu­
ture by selling goods cheap and fair dealing at the 
Old Corner. fob. 26,’61. G. M. FAY.
A SPLENDID lot of Hams and Dried Beef ilist received at tho Old Corner.Feb. 25, ’51. G. M. FAY._
B O UKD 1f()~l3LXTzr
WISH it distinctly understood wo have no Con­
nection with any other house in the city, having 
purchased of Mr. J. Georg’ the stock and paid him 
for it, he holds no interest in the Old Corner, not 
even as a creditor. IVe have his documents to prove 
the »a». Nr&. J5,'tfl. ft. M. JAY.
TAKEN internally, it cures sudden Colds, Coughs, Ac., Woak Stomach Goneral Debility, Nursing Sore Mouth, Canker, Liver Complaint, Dispepsia or 
Indigestion, Cramp and Pain in tha Stomach, Bowel 
Complaint, Painter’s Cholic, Cholera, Diarrhoea and 
Dysentery.
Applied externally, cures Felons, Boils and Old
Sores, icvero Burns and Scalds, Cuts, Bruises and 
Sprains. Swelling of the Joints, Ringworm and Tet­
ter, Broken Breasts, Frosted Feet aud Chilblains, 
Toothache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia fend Rheu­
matism.
It is a sure cure for Ague, Chills un i Feyer.
For Soro Throat, the Pain Killer used, mixed with 
water, ss a gsrgle, will euro, aud it is used with great 
success in Diptheria.
Tiie Paia Killer 
taken internally, should bo adulterated with milk or 
water, or made into syrup with molasses. For a 
Cough, a few drops on sugar eaten will be more effec­
tive than anything else.
See Printed Directions, which accompany each battle.
The PAIN KILLER is by universal consent al­
lowed to have won for itself a reputation unsurpassed 
iu the history of medical preparations. Its instanta 
neous effect in tha entire eradication and extinction 
of PAIN, in all its various forms incidental to the 
human family, and the unsolicited written and ver­
bal testimony of the masses in its favor, ha ve been 
and are its own best adyertbment.
What stronger proof of these facts can be produ«ed 
than tho following letter, received uniolicited, from 
REV. W. JACOBS:
Newark, N. J. June 6th, 1S60.
Messers. Perry Davis A Son—Gentlemen :—Allow 
me, unsolicited, to send yeu a word of commendation 
for your Pain Killer. I have used it in my family 
these several years, and found it all it claims to he. 
For Rheumatism, Coughs Colds, Burns Cholera ten­
dencies and difficulties, as well ns diseases generally 
that prevail in families, I regard the Pain Killer as 
beyond nil price, and as efficacious beyond any medi 
cine within my knowledge. We keep it as our chief 
family medicine, and find it- n a in ordinary cases 
worth more than any doctor. Tho testimony of oth­
ers among my acquaintances and iriend3 is equally 
favorable. Many clergymen have spoken of it. in the 
highest terms as a family medicine®. Missionaries 
in repeated instances have said to me in person and 
in their letters, thatthe Pain Killer was by far the 
best medicine used in heathen lands, and they use It 
for themselves and families, and administer it to oth­
ers around them. Thus much I am inclined to say 
as an act of justice to yourselves, and as a benefit to 
others. You are at liberty to use this testimonial, it 
of any service. Rev. W. B. JACOBS,
Late Editor Christian Chronicle.
Beware Of All Imitations!
The Pain Killer is sold by all respectable Druggists 
throughout the U. States and in Foreign Countries. 
Price 25 cts., 50 ets., and $1, per bottle.
J. N. HARRIS A Co.,
Proprietors for the Western and Southern States, 
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by James Blanchard, 
S. W. Lippitt, Mt. Vernon : R. S. French, Gambier; 
N. Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Hosac, Fred­
ericktown ; W. T. McMahon, Millwood; S. W. Sapp, 
Danville. May 11-6m









I.strj’? and Splendid Stock ©t
WHICH. FOR BEAUTY AND CHEAPNESS 
CANNOT BE SURPASSED 1
G, At YV. D. BROWNING.
N. IL Being desiroue of going but of the Boot tnd 
Shoe Trade, wo will dispose of the same at COS :,
Mt. Vernon, May 7, I8'6l. G. A AV. D. B.
GRUVER A* BAKER, STILL AHJEADJ
Also, a large and complete stock 
and Boys’ READY-MADt
CLOTHING’!
Hats, Capa, Trunks, Vahoes, Ac. Alan, j 
a largo assortment of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods* ;
In endless variety, and alt of the very i 
best description.
Having constantly a buyer in the Fait I 
I have every advantage of ihe market; j 
and as I buy all my goods for cash, I am I 
enabled to sell at
St&WES PKiens
Than any other establishment in thia 
section of country. My goods are as 
well, (if not better) made than any in the 
State, being all manufactured under ray 
own supervision, by the most experien­
ced master workmen. I can therefore 
safely say that I
Defy Competition ?
Having always on hand a large etoqk 
of goods, I am prepared to manufacture 
to order, at the shortest notice,
EVERY AB.rb.LE CALLED FOR 
AT A CLOTHING 8TcP.E, 
and I will guarantee that all my work 
will give entire satisfaction. My motto 
is: “ Quick ealet and euiall profit*.'’ “I 
ttudy to pdease."
fprg-~ Remember the place—Sign of 
the Red Flag, Maiu street, Mt. Vernon,
i an 9:tf D. H. ARNOLD.
HOLID AY PRESENTS!
JUVENILE BOOKS,
A Farg© and Prelty Assortment t
HUMOROUS PICTURE BOOKS,
UNTEARABLE PICTURE HOOKS, 












In Antique-mor-und Blue and Gold Bindrag,
POCKET BIBLES AND TESTAMENTS,
In Flue binding,
MISCELLANEOUS BOOK4,









Spring’ and Sisnsaser Retnedy.
Good for the Stomach.
DR. S. O. RICHARDSON'S 
SHERRY WiNE BITTERS, 
The Celebrated New England Remedy
FOR
IIA BIT U A G CONS TIP A T TON, 
Jaundice, Fever and Ague. Gnirrnl Debiltly 
nud nl! Oiseascs arising from a disorder­
ed ^.toiiiaeii, l,iv« r, ot- Howels,
TilUY are Used and reooinmended by leading Physicians of the country, and all who try them pronounce them invaluable.
Dr. JAMES L. LEEPERE, writes from Navarre,
Stark Co.. Ohio, “the Bitters are highly praised by 
those suffering from indigestion, dyspepsia and liver 
complaint."
E. S. DAVIS, Postmaster at Williamsport, Ohio, 
says, “they give great satisfaction. I use them my­
self,having taken cold,become prostrate and lost my 
appetite. In relieved me, and 1 eau recommend it 
with great assurance of its merits.”
Dr. WM.M. KERR, of Rogersville, Ind., writes 
us that they aro tbe most valuable medicine offered. 
He has recommei d d them with great success, and 
with them made several cures of palpitation of the 
heart and general debility.
THOMAS STANFORD, Esq., Blountsville, Ilenry 
Co., Ind., writes us a long letter, under date of May 
3, 1860. He was much reduced, having been afflict 
ed for three years with great nervous debility, pal­
pitation of the heart of the most severe and pros­
trating character, “after using a few bottles I wat 
completely restored, and am now in robust health.’
GEORGE W. HOFFMAN says he was afflicted 
with rhuntatisju for twenty years, in ail its variout 
forms, aud at tho date of his letter he had been tw< 
years well; tho Bitters effecting the cure, when 
several physicians could do him no good. lie says 
“for rhumatism, dyspepsia, liver complaint, kidney 
affection, or dropsy, it is a specific certain remedy?
J. W. HUN I wr ites from Delphos, Allen Co., O. 
(a seetion where Fever and Ague prevails,) that in 
most cbeerfnlly rooorrimends them of decided merit 
in all cases of FEVER AND AGUE, DYSPEPSIA, 
AND GENERAL DEBILITY,
D. K. GALLE11ERS, M. D., writes from Vai 
Wert, Ohio, “ 1 most respectfully recommend tin 
Sherry MTinq,Bitters to the notice of Dyspeptic per 
sons, and to all who require a stimulating medicine 
Such News we are receiving Daily.
Fall Pariicttiars Accompany Each Dottle. 
They are sold by Medicine Dealers genernliv. 
Price 75 cts. per bottle. J. N. H 1RRIS ff' CO. 
Cincinnati. Ooio, Proprietors for tbe Southern an; 
Western States, to whom address all orders.
For sale by S. W. Lippitt, Mt- Vernon, 0.; Jame 
Blanchard, Mt. Vernon; R. S. French, Gambier: N 
Dayton, Martinsburg; Montague A Hosac, Frede 
rioktown; W. T. Mahon, Millwoodj S. W. Sapp 
Danvillf; Roberta A Samuel, Columbus. [.May li-6
GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES!
A PERFECT New and Improved, Noiseless 
Grover A Baker Sewing Machine, for $40!!! 
The only Company that manufactures the two vari­
eties of Machines. Double Lock and Single Lock or 
Shuttle Stick! Victory after Victory!!!
Intelligence reaches us from all parts of the Un­
ion of victories achioved over Singer’s, Wheeler <£■ 
AVilson’s and all other Competing Machines.
The Prince of Wales selected Grover <t Bakor 
Machines. The Chines e Embassy selected them, 
and all well regulated families have, or should have 
one, because they make less noise, are more simple, 
run with greater speed, and less friction, consequent­
ly aro tn >rc durable than other machines. They 
also make the most beautiful and elastic stich or 
seAfh, which is fastened when It leaves the Macbinte.
1 shall not hesitate to warrant every Machine sold.
A word to the wise is sufficient. Call and got circu­
lar and examine for yourselves.
AA’e are pretty familiar with the merits of the load­
ing machines, and for family use we prefer Grarcr 
A Baker.— Ohio Farmer.
Machine thread. Silk and Cotton constantly on 
hand. Also, Needles and Pure Machine Oil for sale, 
at the MUSIC STORK, 2d door below Knox Co. 
Bank. SAMUEL P. AXTELL.
Nov. 27, 1860.
eiiglily Important from Cisicago! 
G,000 McCormick’s Mowers and Reapers 
iii the Field :
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND SOLD, daring the past six years, or an average of oyer four thou- sand each year. Sales have increased from 1,600 
in 1S54, to nearly 5,099 in I860, being a larger num- 
bor than is manufactured by any other single estab­
lishment in the world !
The subscriber has secured tho agency for Knox 
county for the above popular machine, which stands 
at the head ol the list of Mowers and Reapers, as be­
ing tbe most simple, durable and efficient machine 
ever offered to the citizens of Knox co., all of which 
he is willing to have proved by letting any farmer 
take ono of his machines with any other to use thro' 
harvest, he agreeing to buy one of the maohines 
when through harvest, giving him the choice of ma­
ohines, which to buy, aud charging nothing for the 
use of “the McCormick,” if lie chooses to take the 
other. AA’e are prepared to give all farmers who will 
give us a call, circulars, with any amount of testi­
mony, from near home, that will satisfy them that 
is the machine to buy.
For further information and a free sight of the 
McCormick Mower and Reaper, call at the Hardware 
store of C. C. CURTIS,
may '7-m3 Main street, Mt. Vernon, 0.
Fort Sumter Evacuated.
THE evacuation of Fort Sumter by tho United States does not say that E. WILCOX has eva­cuated his old stand on Main street, over Brown’s 
Jewelry Store, whore ho slill remains and expects 
to conduct his business as heretofore, in all its vari­
ous branches. Garments of all descriptions cut ubd 
made to order on short notice, and as durable as can 
be done at any other Tailor Shop ou this side of the 
mountains, and in the latest style, according to eas­
tern fashions.
Garments Cleaned and Repaired iu the best man- i 
ner and on short notice. Cutting dono to suit cus- ; 
tomers. Feeling thankful to his old customers for ; 
their liberal support heretofcre received, he solicits ? 
a. continuance of the sauio, and asks as many new 




Someth!liijf tor tlie Times!!! 
a recess err in every household; tJOISTS & CKOMjET’S
American Cement Glue I
The Strongest Glue m the World 
For Cementing Wood. Leather, (Ilaeg, Ivory, 
China, Marble, Porcelain, Alabaeter,
Done, Coral, Ac , Me., tke,r 
Thu only article of the kind every pro­
duced which will withstand water. 
EXTRACTS.
“Every housekeeper should have a supply of .Tohnr 
<t Crosley’s American Cement Giue.”—,V. T. Time*.
“ It is so convenient to have in the house ”—N. U. 
Expreie.
“ It is always ready : this commends it- to every­
body.”— N. Y; lud.pendeut.
“ IV e have tried it. and find it ag useful in cur 
hot 1 as water.”— B iZZea Spirit of the Time*.
Price 25 Centn pew fiollle.
Very Liberal Reductions to Wholesale Dealers. 
TERMS CASH.
For sale by all Druggists and Sterekee£er« 
generally throughout the the «o»nwy.
.SO22 AS & FIUWL.EY.
(Sole M&uui&ctarers,)
78 WILLIAM STREET,
(Corner of Liberty Street,) NEW YOKK.
July 9-1 y. M. a a.
Master’s Sale.
BY virtue of a second order of sale, issued out of tbe Court of Common Pleas within aud for the County of Knox and State of Ohio, and to me di­
rected, I will offer for sale, at the South Door of tho 
Court House, in the city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, on 
Saturday, the Vtth .lay of Auyuet, A. D. 1861, 
Between the hours of Io o’clock A. M. and 4 o’clock 
P. M. of said day, Iho following described real es­
tate, to-wit: Lotnumber live Huudred and Eighteen 
in Banning’s Addition to the town of Mt- Vernon, it* 
Knox County, Ohio, with tbe upparieuances, to sat­
isfy n judgment in the case of David Burger vt. 
Joseph Wanton and Samuel Burger, appraised at 
$600. D. C. MONTGOMERY.
Ju[y 1 <3—-41. Master Goto. K- C. Pleas,
A Stray.
BROKE out of the enclosure of Hie subscriber, four miles north-west of Mt. Vernon, in Wayne jwnsbip, Knox county, Ohio, a chosnut sorrel Maro, 
five years oid, a blaze on the forehead, left eye not 
nil—sight of ubich IS imperfect, one of his hind 
feet white, shod all round. I will reward any person 
^bo will return her to me, or let me know waere J
’"WPlimU.______________ «E0, CKAFT. J
JO if PRINTING of all kinds neatly and chCnyly ‘ executed af this offieo. «
JJI h>M.
fTAHE Law partners I, ip heretofore existing het
JL W. Dunbar and U. B. Banning, partners u 
tne name, firm, aud style of Dunbar & Ptinni 
dissolved by mutual consent. All persons ind< 
to said firm are requested to call and settle imn 
ately. Business trill hereafter continue in the i 
of W. Duabaf. W. DUNBAR,
July lfi-3t. H. B. BANNTN
4ALLar d see those nice and cheap Sugars,h 
1 urchaaing elsewhere, si the Old Corner.
Fob, xn, '61._________ _ ____________
T‘A B'KSi's iith ; 5 . i;





and counsellor at law,
And No'ary Public,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE—North side of Krcmn Block.
Augustus, I860-ly. _____ __ ______
CHARLES F. BALDWIN,
A TTOR N K Y A T LAW,
J/bnnt Ferwow, Ohio.
Prompt attention given *o Collections and Secur-
Ug all Claims entrusted to hi3 care.
C. F. Baldwin, is also, aNotary Puhi io, and
till attend to such business as is authorised by his 
[ouimission, with promptness and despatch.
April 10 th, 1860-6me.
.11 4RSIS1I, BEAM,
tTT’Y & COUSELLOR AT LAW,
AND NOTARY PUBLIC,
Mount Vernon, Ohio,
OFFICE—Judson’s Building, Main st., 2 doors 
’nuth Knox County Bank. [march 27.
IMMIST W. OOTfOM. WH. L. BANS.
COTTON & BANE,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
MT. VERNON, 0.
riTTLL ATTEND to all business intrusted to 
V ¥ them, in any of the Courts.
Amvv.—N. E. corner of Main and Gambier sts., 
ter i’vlo's Merchant Tailoring establishment. ec20
” “jbtLN ALLViVlS,
ARaraey at Law and Notary Public,
OFFIUK—in ward’s new building,
Mount Vernon, Ohio,
M ■ 1 l:tf._________________________ _________ .
<M. DUNBAR. »■ B- BANNING.
DEMUR & BON1XG,
ATORNEYS AT LAW,
MT. VERNON, KNOX COUNTY, OHIO, jaf* Jffice in Banning Building, northwest corner
tainand Vine streets,in the room formerly occupied
• v M. H. Mi tot all.______________________ i6!4—
Ra ouTT/srael. Joseph C. Penin
ISRAEL & DEVIN,
Attorneys at Law & Solicitorsin Chancery,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE.—Three doors South of the Bank.
Prompt attention given to all business en­
trusted to them, and especially to collecting and se­
curing claims in any part of the state of Ohio.
Pec. 7:tf. ___ _ _________-_______________
0 HVRD FRANK H» HURT)*
R. C. HVRD & SON,
Attorneys and Counsellors nt Law,
mar 12-tf _ MOUNT VERNON. 0HIO.
NISIS, DOORS AM> BEITVDS.
DEVOE & HUBBELL,
4 NNOUNCE TO THE CITIZENS OF KNOX
and the surrounding counties, that they are 
now prepared to manufacture to order all kinds of 
Sash, Doors and Blinds, Window and Door Frames, 
and all work required in house finishing. Wo shall 
use the very best material, and will warrant all our 
work.
Shop on High street, opposite tho Court House, 
Mount Vernon, Ohio. [march20.
J. 15. MIEEER,
Sign, Ornamental and Fresco Painter,
PAPER HANGER, FANCY GILDER, Ac.,
No. 109 ain St., up Stairs,
Mount Vernon. Ohio.
Gilded side and top lights, window _ " Curtains, Decorative Paper Hanging, Ao., Ac. 
Land Scape Painting done to order. Pictures 
framed in Rosewood or Gilt, on most reasonable 
terms. Stenceling in paper or motal neatly ex­
ecuted.




SUCCESSOR to Power A McDonald, respectfully announces to the citizens of Mt. \ ernon and vicinity, that he still continues to take Ambrotypes 
A Melaino types, in tho best style of art, at his rooms 
in Woodward Block. From a long experience in 
business he flatters himself that he will give entire 
satisfaction to all who may favor him with business 
Prices as low as the lowest. Piease give me a call 
before engaging pictures elsewhero. [may 1 tf._
d~c. aFontgomery
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Bantling Building,over N. McGiflin'sShoe Store,
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
Specialattention given to the collection of claims, 
and the purchase und sale of Real-Estate.
I HAVE for 3alo unimproved lands as follows:640 acres in Osage county, Missouri. _606 acres in Warren county, Missouri.
802 acres in St. Francois county, Missouri.
125 acres in Hardin county, Ohio.
40 aero lot in Hardin county. Ohio.










A Large Stock and cheap at
MILLER A WHITE’S. 
Mt. Vernon, May 1 7, 1860-tf.
LEWIS’
TEMPLE OF ART!
I desire to inform the public that my
Splcudid Suit of Photograph Rooms
ARE COMPLETED!
And now open for tho reception of visitors. It is 
needless to comment upon my work, as it recom­
mends itself. I make Photographs from small min­
iatures to LIFE-SIZE, PLAIN or
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED IN OIL, 
Water Colors, or 
W W JH© ZHC .eML ® WT H-fe. • 
If you have an old Daguerreotype or Ambrotype
of a doceased friend, (no matter how poor), it can 
bo enlarged to any sizi and colored true to nature.
I wish particularly to impress upon the mind of 
the public this important branch of Photography. 
I employ Mr. HALL, of Cleveland, the acknowledg­
ed best COLORIST in Northern Ohio.
Specimens of old picturos enlarged can bo seen at 
my Gallery.
AMBROTYPES
And all small work done on short notice. We ex­
tend a cordial invitation to all to call and examine 
Specimens.
ROOMS—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, over
Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s Storo. Entrance same as Dr. 
Kelsey’s Dental Rooms.
N. B. The class of pictures termed 25 cent pic­
tures positively not taken at these rooms.
novI3-ly. N. E. LEWIS.
THE CATARACT
WASHING MACHINE!
To the People of Knox County and espe­
cially' the Ladies.
I HAVE been for several years on tho look out for a good Washing Maobine. I have had several tried in my family and found some that did pretty 
well as long as they kept in order. But they all 
soon failed in this respect and some shook them­
selves to pieces.
Last fall I discovered the Cataract Machine ope­
rated by Mr. Eiswald (lie inventor, and was struck 
with its simplicity; and especially with the fact that 
thero was no shaking motion to it. It had no more 
tendency to rattlo to pieces than a grindstone, or a 
spinning wheel. I induced Mr. Eiswald to bring his 
machine to Mount Vernon, and gave it a thorough 
trial in my family, and also in some others ; and be­
came so well satisfied with its merits that I purchas­
ed the paton t right for several counties.
Those machines are now maoufactured at the Ko- 
kosing Iron Works, by Buckingham A Co., and I 
can confidently recommend tnem as the best ma­
chine for washing that I ovor saw. They will wash 
any amount of clothes from a shirt collar to half a 
dozen shirts, without tearing or wearing them. They 
are not liable to get out of order and will last a 
lifetime.
Buckingham A Co., will warrant them to give en­
tire satisfaction. If not,tho machine may he returned 
in good order, within twenty days and the money 
will be handed bnck without asking any questions.
C. P. BUCKINGHAM.
Mt. Vernon, June 12, I860. •
^A’EW FUKJVITURE.
N OW receiving at the old stand, sign of the Big Chair, over Sperry A Co. s Store, the largest and best stock of Furniture ever offered for sale in 
this place, consisting in part of Sofas, Teto-a-letes, 
Lounges, Chairs, Marble Top and Mahogany Tables, 
Stand's, Cane and Wood Seat Chairs, Cribs, Bed­
steads,and in fact almost everything in Cabinetline 
tho market requires. I also keep on hand and make 
to order Curled Ilsir, Cotton and Husk Mattrasses, 
Feather Bolsters and Pillows. I have Bailey’s Cur­
tain Fixtures, the best in use, also, a few choice 
Gilt Mouldings. Picture Frames made to order.
I have also tho right to sell Fisk A Crane’s Patent
Burial Cases, and will keep them on hand.
The public are invited to call and examine my 
stock and prices. [apr26] W. C. WILLIS.




___ 'urniture Rooms, iff
On Main Street, oner Hank’s Saddle and Harness 
Shop, Second Floor, Opposite llussell,
Sturges & Co’s Bank,
WHERE may be found a good assortment of Chairs, Bedsteads, and Cabinet W are, of their own manufacture, at prices to suit the times. 
All work warranted. All kinds of Wood Turning 
done on short notice and in good style. Country 
Cabinet Makers will do t, ell to give us a call. 
Wagon Hubbs, Stair Banisters, Nuel Posts, Drops, 
and, in short, anything in wood can be turned at 
our shop.
N. B. Lumber, Country Produce, and Cash taken 
in exchange for our work. All orders promptly at- 
tendud to. A share of Public Patronage solicited. 




BANNING BUILDING, MT. VERNON, 0.
THE undersigned respectfully announces to the oitizens of Knox and the surrounding counties, that he has greatly enlarged his business and is 
now prepared to offer superior inducements to those 
who wish to purchase
CIieap and Elegant Furniture.
Ho will at all times keep on hand a large stock of 
BUREAUS, WARDROBES,




MAHOGANY, CANE SEAT and 
COMMON CHAIRS, MATTRASSES, Ac.
\nd in fact, evot y article to be found in a first-class 
Furniture Ware-room. I will also make to order 
any article that may be called for. I employ the 
rery best workmen to be had, and every article sold 
will he warranted. I solicit a continuat the
liberal patronage heretofore extend tome.
JOSEPH McCORMICK.
UNDERTAKING.
The subscriber still continues the Undertaking 
Business, and having an elegant Hearse is prepar­
ed to attend funerals in either town or country. 
Coffins made to order, in tho best stylo, and on the 
shortest notice. I can be found 1 my Furniture 
Ware-rooms, in Banning’s Building, opposite Wood­







AT —D. W. MEAD’S,
Old Stand of Beam &> Mead,
___ DRUGS AND MEDICINES.
P ROFJ O. J. WOOD’S
RESTORATIVE CORDIAL
BLOOD RENOVATOR.
IS precisely what its naino indicates, for while pleasant to the taste, it is rovivifying, cxhilara-I ting and strengthening to tho vital powers. It also 
j revivifies, reinstates nnd renews the blood in all its 
' original purity, and thus restores and renders the 
system invulnerable to attacks of disease. It is tho 
only preparation evbF offered to the woild in a £>oph-
lar form so ns to he within the reach of all.
So chemically and skillfully combined as to ho the 
most powerful tonic, and yet so perfeatly adapted so 
as to act in perfect accordance with the laws of nature, 
and hence soothe the Weakest stomach and tone up the 
digestive organs, and allay all netvous and othor ir­
ritation. It is also perfectly exhilarating in its effects 
and yet it is never followed by lassitude or depres­
sion of spirits. It is composed entirely of vegeta­
bles, and those thoroughly combining powerful tonic 
and soothing properties, and consequently can never
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,





By buying your Boots and Shoes of
E. S. S. ROUSE, Jun’r.
HAVING reoeived a large assortment of every description ofBOOTS AND SHOES,
I am prepared to undersell any other establishment 
in Mt. Vernon. All I ask of the people of Knox Co. 
is to give mo a cab, and examine my stock before 
purchasing elsewhere; and I will guarentee to make 
the shoes and prices both fit. I am selling good 
GAITERS at 75 cents, and first-rate Congress Heel 
Gaiters for $1.00 to $1.25. Men’s first-rate kip boots 
for$2.50 Women’s enld. pgd. boots for 75 to 80 cents. 
KDd every thing elso in tho line of boots and shoes, 
at least 20 per cent cheaper than the usual price 
heretofore.
LEATHER.—A large lot of Sole and Upperleather, 
Froneh and American calf skins, constantly on hand. 
Also, Lasts, Pegs, Shoe kit, nnd Findling of every 
description. All of which can be had for cash at 
tho lowest possible rates, at the store of
E. S. S. ROUSE, Jr.,
No. 109 Main Street.
N. B.—Those who have neglected to call and settle 
their accounts, due the late firm of E. S. S. Rouse 
A Son aro hereby reminded that it will bo to their 





They seldom fail in removing the Nausea ano 
Headache to which females are so subject.
They act gently upon the bowels, removing Cob- 
tlveness.
For Literary Men, Students, Delicate females, 
and all persons of sedentary habits, they are valu­
able as a laxative, improving the appetite, giving 
tone and vigor to the digestive organs, nnd rester- i 
ing tlie natural elasticity and strength of the whole 
system.
The CEPHALIC PILLS are the result of long 
investigation and carefully conducted experiments.! 
having been in use many years, during which time 
they have prevented and relieved a vast amount of 
pain and suffering- from Headache, whether origi­
nating in the nervous system or from a deranged 
state of the stomach.
They are entirely vegetable in their composition, 
and may be taken at all times with perfect safety 
without making any change of diet, and the ab­
sence of any disagreeable taste renders it easy to 
administer them to children.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS !
The genuine have five signatures of Henry C. 
Spaldingon each Box.
Sold by Drufigists and all other Dealers in Med­
icines.
ABoxwill besentby mail,prepaid, on'receipt 
of the
pblce, 25 cents.
All orders should be addressed to
HENRY C. SPALDING,
48 Cedar Street, New Y’ork.
GIN
Wholesale and Retail Deale
Drugs and Medicines,
l i , n LunAijoin, r anri i i iuin ur 
THE HEART, MELACHOLY, HY­
POCHONDRIA, NIGHT SWEATS, 
LANGUOR, GIDDINESS, AND 




THERE IS NOTHING ITS EQUAL,
Also, Liver derangements or Torpidity and Liver 
Complaints, Diseases of the Kidney, or any general 
derangement of the Urinary organs.
It will not only cure the debility following Chills 
and Fever, but prevent all attacks arising from Mias­
matic influences, and cures the diseases at once, if 
already attacked.
TRAVELERS should have a bottle with them, as 
it will infallibly prevent any deleterious conse­
quences following upon change of climate and water.
As it prevents eostiveness, strengthens the diges­
tive organs, it should be in the hands of all persons 
of sedentary habits.
LADIES not accustomed to much out-door exer­
cise should always use it.
MOTHERS should use it, for it is a perfect relief, 
taken a month or two before tlie final trial, she will 
pass the dreadful period with perfect ease and safety.
There is uu tVliodikc About it,
THE CORDIAL JS ALL WE CLAIM FOR IT!!
lllolSicrs Tty It.
And to you we appeal, to detect the illness or de­
cline not only of your daughters before it he too 
late, hut also your sons and husbands, for while the j 
former front falso delicacy, often go down to a pre­
mature grave, rather than let their condition he 
known in time, the latter are often so mixed up with 
the excitement of business, that if it were not for 
you, they too, would travel in the same downward 
path until it is too late to arrest their final fall.— 
But the mother is always vigilant, and to you we 
confidently appeal; for we are sure your never-failing 
affection will unerringly point you to PROF. WOOD’S 
RESTORATIVE CORDIAL AND BLOOD RENO- 
OATOR as tho remedy which should be always on 
hand in time of need.
O.J. WOOD, Proprietor, 444 Broadway, New York, 
and 114 Market Street, St. Louis, Mo., and sold by 
all good Druggists. Price One Dollar per Bottle.





FT1AKES pleasure in announcing to the citizens 01 
L Mt. Vernon and vicinity, that he continues to
carry on the
CABINET MAKING BUSINESS,
In all its branches, nt his old stand, at the foot of 
Main street, opposite Buckingham’s Foundry, where 
will bo found Bureaus, Tables, Chairs, Bedsteads, 
Washstands, Cupboards, Ac., Ac.
UNDERTAKING.
I have provided iuyself with a new and splendid
Ilearse, and will be ready to attend funerals when­
ever called upon. Coffins of all sizes kept on hand 
and made to order. J. S. MARTIN.
feh8:tf
COACH AND CARRIAGE FACTORY.
FRONT STREET, MT. VERNON, 0.
WILLIAM SANDERSON respect­fully informs the public and his friends that he continues to manufac-
REMOVAL.
DR C. M. KELSEY,
DENTIST,
HAS taken for a term of years the rooms former­ly occupied by N. N. Hili, immediately over Taylor, Gantt A Co.’s, where he will prosecute the 
various duties of his profession with an experience 
of over 16 years oonstant practice, and an acquain­
tance with all the late improvements in the art, ho 
feels confident of giving entire satisfaction. The 
best skill of the profession warranted to he exercised 
in every ease.
On hand a large stock of Dental Material lately 
procured from the east.
Entrance ou Main srtet, hetweoen Taylor, Gantt 
eft Co.’s and L. Munk’s Clothing Store.
April 19, 1859-tf
ture Carriages, Barouches, Rockaways, Buggies, Wa­
gons, Sleighs and Chariots, in all their various styles 
of finish and proportion.
All orders will be executed with stri Jt regard to du­
rability and beauty of finish. Repaiiswi/ also beat- 
tended to on tho most reasonable terms. Is I use in 
all my work the very best seasoned stuff, and employ 
nene but experienced mechanics, I feel confident that 
all who favor me with their patronage, will bo perfect­
ly satisfied on a trial of their work. All my work 
will be warranted.
Purchasorsarerequested to give me a call be- 
orc buyingelsewhere. Mar.20:t-j
Stoves! Stoves!
SASH, DOOR AND BLI ND 
FACTORY!
TriC SUBSCRIBERS WOULD INFORM THEIR friends and the public generally, that they have removed their Machinery to tho Furlong Foundry, 
West of High Street, where, in connection with S. 
D.ivis, they keep on hand and manufacture to order, 
on short notice,
Doors, Sash, BJInds and Mouldings
Of all the various patterns. Surface and Irregular 
Planing and Flooring, hard or soft, dressed to order. 
We would ask for the new firm a continuance of the 
patronage so liberally bestowed on the old one.
BYERS A PATTERSON. 
Mt. Vernon, 0., June 12, I860.
Dr, O. McBRIAR,
WOULD respectfully inform tho citizens of Alt.Vernon, Ohio, and vicinity, that he has per­manently located in Alt. Vernon, for the purpose of 
practicing his Profession in the best and most sub­
stantial style of the art. and I would say to those 
who may favor me with their patronage, that my 
work shall and will compare both in beauty and du­
rability with any in the State. I would also say to 
those who are afflicted with Diseased mouths, that 
I am prepared to treat all diseases ot the mouth un­
der any form. Also to remove tumors from the 
mouth or antrum. All operations warranted, and 
moderate cuarges. I have taken a lease of my pres­
ent suit of rooms from Dr. Russell, for five years 
with the refusal of ten. The best of references 
can be "iven. [June 19. 1S6ffl_
MOUNT VERNON
WOOLEN FACTORY!
•V B3CRIBER, would call the attention of 
public to the fact, that tho Old Lucerne Fac­
tory is removed to Alt. Vernon, at
NORTON’S OLD FACTORY,
An I - being fitted up with good Machinery for do­
ing a Custom business, and that I am now ready to 
reocivo ovl to manufacture into Cloth, Cassimere,
S ittinott, Blankets and FlanDol on Shares or by the ! 
Yard.
Also, Car ling and Spinning; Carding Roll? and1
• loth Dressing done on Short Notice. All work! 
ria r ran ted done in the best manner and as cheap as! 
the cheapest.
Wool wili be received at the Old Factory at Lu-; 
terne and work returned- H. E. WILKINSON. ! 
J-toeltf.
rp:iuL the




HAVE on hand a very large assortment of the moft modernimprovod Cook and Parlor Stoves, for both wood and coal, which they will guarantee 
to give entire satisfaction in their operation. Their 





WOODEN AND WILLOW WARE,
Wiihalmostovery useful article from the kitchen to 
the parlor. Also, alargestoek of the celebrated
STEWART STOVES,
Which willpay for It selfin th os avingof fuel,over 
any other stove, in every 18 months use.
Remember tho House Furnishing Establishment.
We are still doing all kinds of Jobbing in Copper, 
Tin and Sheet Iron, at short notice and low rates. 
All the above articles will be sold at reduced prices, 
for cash, at JAMES HUNTSBERRY & SON’S.
mar22:tf
GSn as a Remedial Agent.
THIS DELICIOUS TONIC STIMULANT,
37SPECIALLY designed for the use of Medical Profession and the Family, having superseded tho so-called “ Gim,” “Aromatic,” “Medicated,” 
“ Schnapps,” etc., is now endorsed by all of the pro­
minent physicians, chemists and connoisseurs, as 
possessing all of those intrinsic medicinal qualities 
(tonic and diuretic) which belong to the OLD and 
PURE Gin. Put up in quart bottles and sold by all 
druggists, grocers, etc.
A. M. BININGER A CO., 
(Established in 1778.) Sole Proprietors,
No. 19 Broad street, N. Y. 
For sale by D. S. BARNES A Co., No. 31 Park
Row, New York.
Our long experience and familiarty with tho re­
quirements of Druggists, and our superior business 
facilities, enable us to furnish them with choice Li­




THE thorough manner in which Students of this Institution are drilled in all the routine of bu­siness, has gained for it the proud distinction of
The Business Man’s College!
The course of Study is full and thoroughly prac­
tical. All the late forms and improvements are in­
troduced, and tho Faculty will guarantee any one 
after he has completed the course, to he fully quali­
fied to keep the books of any business house,
Daily Lectures delivered on Book-keeping, Pen­
manship, Commercial Calculations, Commercial Law 
Political Economy, Elocution, Ac.
TERMS:
For full and unlimited Course, $40. 
Studentscan enter atany time andreviow atplea-
sure.
The usual tirno to complete the couse is from 8 to 
10 weeks.
Good boarding can he 1 $2,50 per week.
Cost of Books, Diploma d-c., five dollars.
For full particulars, address
nov 6 McCOY & Co., Columbus, 0.
MAIN STREET, MT. VERNON, OHIO.
DRUGS, MEDICINES, CHEMICALS, PUTTY
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Brushes and 
Stuffs,
Dye
PURE AVINES AND BRANDIES
FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES ONLY,
PERFUMERY,
SOAP AND FANCY ARTICLES
SNUFF AND CIGARS,
THE FOLLOWING ENDORSEMENTS OF
SPALDING’SCEPHALIC PILLS,
WILL CONVINCE ALL WHO SUFFER FROM
HEADACHE,
That a speedy and sure cure is within 'heir reach. 
As these testimonials were unsolicited by Mr. Spalding,
they afford unquestionale proof of the efficacy 
of this truly scientific discovery,
Masonville, Conn., Feb. 5, 1861. 
Mr. Spalding—Sir: 1 tried your Cephalic Pills,
and I like them so well that I want you to send ine 
two dollars worth more.
Part of these are for the neighbors, to whom I 
gave a few out of the first box I irot from you.
Send the Pills by mail, and oblige
Your ob’t Servant.
JAMES KENNEDY. 
IIaverford, Pa., Feb. 6,1861.
Mr. Spalding—Sir: I wish you to send me one 
more box of your Cephalic Pill, I have received a 
great deal of benefit from them.
Yours respectful ly,
MARY ANN STOIKHOUSE. 
Spruce Cref.k, Huntington Co , Pa ,?
January 18, 1861. I
Spalding—Sir: You will please send me
two boxes of yur Cephalic Pills. Send them im­
mediately.
Resppctfullv yours,
J NO. B SIMONS.
P. S. I have used one hex of your Pills, and 
find them excellent.
Belle Vernon, Ohio, Jan. 15,1861. 
Henry C. Spalding, Esq.,—Sir: Pleaseflnd inclos­
ed twenty-five cents, for which send me another bo 
of your Cephalic Pills. The} are truly the best 
Pills I have ever tried. A- STOVER, P. M.
Belle Vernon, Wyandot Co., O. 
Beverly, Mass., Dec. 11, 1861.
II.C. Hpalding.Esq.,—I wish for some circulars 
or large show bills, to bring your Cephalic Pills 
more particularly before my customers. If you 
have anything of the kind, please send to me.
One of my customers, who is subject to severe 
Sick Headache, (usually lasting two days,) was 
cured of an attack in one hour by your Pills, which 
I sent her. K espectfully your=,
W. B. WILKES.
Reynoldsburg, Franklin Co., Ohio.)
January 9,J161. )
Henry C Spalding—No. 48 Cedar st., N. Y. 
Dear Sir: Inclosed find twenty five cents,
(25,) for which send box of “Cephalic Pills.”— 
Send to address of Rev. Wm. C. Filler, Reynolds­
burg, Franklin Co., Ohio.
Your Pills work like a charm—cure Headache 
almost instanter. Truly yours,
WM. C. FILLER. 
Ypsilanti, Mich., Jan. 14, 1861.
Mr. Spalding, Sir:—Not long since I sent to 
you for a box of Cephalic Pills for the cure of the 
Nervous Headache and Costiveness, and received 
the same, and they had so good an effect that I was 
induced to send for more,
Please send by return mail. Direct to
A. R. WHEELER, Ypsilanti, Mich
3IRS. WIVSIAJW,
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician, pre­
sents to the attention of mothers, her
SOOTHING SYRUP,
FOR CHILDREN TEETHING, 
which greatly facilitates tlie process of teething, by 
softening tho gums, reducion all inflamation—will 
allov all pain and spasmodic action, and is 
mure: to keroi.ate the ho« ei >«. 
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your­
selves. and
RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but invig­
orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity, and 
gives tone and energy to the whole system. It will 
almost instantly relievo
GRIPING IN THE BOWELS, AND WIND COLIC 
and overcome convulsions, w inch if not speedily rem­
edied, end in death. Wc believe it the BEST and 
SUREST REMEDY IN THE WORLD, in all cases 
of DYSENTERY and DIARRtEA IN CHILDREN, 
whether it arrises from teething, or from any other 
cause. We would say to every mother who has a 
child suffering from anv of the foregoing complaints 
—DO NOT LET YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR THE 
PREJUDICES OF OTHERS, stand between you 
and your suffering child, and the relief that will be 
SURE—yes ABSOLUTELY SURE—to follow the 
use of this medicine, if timely used. Full directions 
for using will accompany each bottle. None genu­
ine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS «t PERKINS, 
New York, is on the outside rapper.
Sold by all Druggists and dealers in medicines 
in Knox County.
PRINCIPAL OFFICE, 13 Cedar Street, N. Y. 
PRICE ONLY 25 CENTS PER BOTTLE.
March 26, 1861.
A compound remedy, designed to be the most ef­
fectual Alterative that cun be made. It is a con­
centrated extract of Para Sarsaparilla, so combined 
xvith other stibstances of still greater alterative 
power as to afford an effective antidote for the 
diseases Sarsaparilla is reputed to cure. It is. be­
lieved that such a remedy is wonted by those who 
suffer from Strumous complaints, nnd that onq 
which will accomplish their cure must prove of 
immense service to this large class of onr afflicted 
fellchv*citi55cns. IIow ccfrripletcly compound 
will do it has been proven by experiment on many 
of the worst cases to be found of tho following 
complaints: —
&CKOFUIA AN» ScttOFtflXWd CoMFLAIXTS, 
tions and Eruptive DiVeasks, Uluebs, Pimples, 
Blotches, Tumors, Salt IIheum, Scald Head, 
Syphilis axd Syphilitic -‘yffixtions, Mercurial 
Disease, Dropsy, Neuhalgia DHTicDorwuREUX, 
DediLitv, Dyspepsia asi> Indioestk.x, Erysipe­
las, Rose or St. Axtsost’# Fi»f., and indeed the 
whole class of complaints arising from Iui*UB4TT 
of the Blood.
This compound will be found a great promoter 
of health, when taken in the spring, to expel the 
foul Kiiriiors whicii ffcster iff the blood at that sea­
son of the yeiir; By the timely expulsion of fheni 
many rankling disorders are nipped in the1 Bud! 
Multitudes can, by the aid of this remedy, sparer 
thenwclves from the, endurance of foul eruption^ 
and ulcerous sores, through! which the stsfettr "trill 
strive to rid itself of corruptions, if not assisted to 
do this through the natural clishihels of the hod/ 
by an alterative metlici’rj'e;, Cleanse otrt the vitiated: 
blood whenever you find its impurities bursting 
through the skin in piirtples, eruptions, or sores; 
cleanse it when you find it is obstructed and slug­
gish in the veins; cleanse it whenever it is foul, 
and your feelings will tell you when. Even where 
no particular disorder is felt, people enjoy better- 
health, and live longer, for cleansing the blood. 
Keep the blood healthy, and all is well; but with 
this pabulum of life disordered," there can be no 
lasting health. Sooner or later something must go* 
wrong, and the great machinery of life is disordered 
or overthrown.
Sarsaparilla has, and deserves much, the reputa­
tion of accomplishing these ends. But the world 
has been egregiously deceived by preparations of it, 
partly because the drug alone has not all the virtu t 
that is claimed for it, but more because many prep­
arations, protending to be concentrated extracts of 
it, contain but little of the virtue of Sarsaparilla, or 
any thing else.
During late years the public have been misled 
by large bottles, pretending to give a quart of Ex­
tract of Sarsaparilla for one dollar. Most of theso- 
have been frauds upon the sick, for they not only 
contain little, if any, Sarsaparilla, but often no 
curative properties whatever. Hence, bitter and 
painful disappointment has followed the use of the 
various extracts of Sarsaparilla which flood the 
market, until the name itself is Justly despised, and 
has become synonymous with imposition and cheat. 
Still wc call this compound Sarsaparilla, and intend 
to supply such a remedy as shall rescue the name 
fr&m the load of obloquy which rests upon it. And 
we think we have ground for believing it has vir­
tues which are irresistible by the ordinary run of 
the diseases it is intended to cure. In older to 
secure their complete eradication from the system, 
the remedy should be judiciously taken according 
to directions on the bottle.
prepared by
DEI. J. C. AYER & CO.
KOWEI.T., MASS.
Price, $1 per Bottle j Six Bottles for ©5.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
has won for itself such a renown for the cure of everv 
variety of Throat and Lung Complaint, that it is en 
tirelv unnecessary for us to recount the evidence of its. 
virtues, wherever it has been employed. As it has long, 
been in constant use throughout this section, we need' 
not do in«re than assure the people its quality is kept 
up to the best it ever has been, and that it may 1 e relied 
on to do for their relief all it has ever been found to do
Pill:
E. B. DIBBI.EE, J.C. WORK, L. C. MOORS
IIL.YRY P. WARDEV,
Late Mt. Vernon, with
DIBBLEE, WORK & MOORE,
Importers and Jobbers of
Staple and Fancy Dry Goods,
9 7 Chambers a 79 81 rbaue st., w. y.___
~ PA TEXT OIT'IC E AGENCY,
Opposite the Weddell House, Cleveland, Ohio. 
u. BURitmoK [May5j J. braixahq.
JOB PRINTING of all kinds neatly and cheaply executed at this office.
$35.00
PAYS tho entire cost for Tuition in the most pop­ular and successful Commercial School in tho country. Upwards of Twelve Hundred young men 
from twonty-eight different States, have heon edu­
cated for business here within the past three years, 
sjmo of whom have boon employed as Book-keepers 
at salaries of
2,000 Per Annum,
immediately upon graduating, who knew nothing of 
accounts when they entered tho College.
Ministers’ sons at half price. Students en­
ter at any time, and review when they please, with­
out extra charge.
For Catalogues of 86 pages, specimens of Prof. 
Cowley’s Business and Ornamental Penmanship, and 
a large Engraving of the College, inclose twenty-five 
cents in postage stamps to the Principals,
JENKINS & SMITH,
jan 22-ly Pittsburgh, Pa.
MAN HOOD?
HOW LOST, HOW RESTORED.
Just published in a Scaled Envelope,
ON THE NATURE, TRATMENT AND RADI CAL CURE OF SPERMATORRHCEA, or Sem­inal Weakness, Sexual Dobility, Nervousness and in­
voluntary emissions, inducing impotoncy, and Men­
tal Physical Incapacity.
By ROB. J. CULVERWELL, M. D., 
The important fact that the awful consequences of
?elf-abu3e may be effectually removed without in­
ternal Medicine and without dangerous applications 
of caustics, instruments, medicated bougies, and 
other empirical devices, is here clearly demonstrated, 
and the entirely new and highly sucressful treat­
ment, as adopted by the celebrated author fully ex­
plained, by meaDS of which every one is enabled to 
cure himself perfectly, and at the lea stnossible cost, 
thereby avoiding all the advertised nostrums of the 
day. This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands.
Sent under seal to any address,post paid, on the 
receipt of two postage stamps, by addressing Dr. J. 
C. KLINE, M. D., 127 Bowery, Now York, Post 
Office Box 4588. March 19,1861-ly.
~W M B L Y NI N
Having removed to
NO. 10 BUCKEYE BLOCK,
f JY RUSTS that his friends will not fail to find him 
at his new location. He will soon mako an ad 
ditlon to his already largo stock,a new assortment of
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
Fancy Articles for the Holidays.
He shall aim, in goods, prices, and attention, 
to please lhe public. [Columbus, O, Nov. 20.





COAL OIL AND COAL OIL LAMPS.
MANUFACTURER OF
BLANCHARD'S INDIAN LINIMENT AND
AMAZONIAN COUGH BALSOM.
Particular care in compounding Physicians Pre 
scription and in preparing recipes of all kinds.
Jan. 29, 1860.
CflAIR AMI BEDSTEAD JIAVliFACTORT
Banning Building, opp. Woodward Block
MOUNT VERNON, O.
Sign of the Red IScdstead, and 
Golden Chair.
daniel mcdowell,
flYAKES pleasure in announcing 
1 to the citizens of Mt. Vernon 
and vicinity, that having been in 
the business for 39 years, in this 
place, he continues to manufacture
CH AIRSand BEDSTEADS of every 
description, at his stand in Ban 
uing’s Building where ho hopes, 
by making good work, and selling 
at low prices, to receive a continua
ion of theliheral patronage that ha s heretofore been 
extended to him. All his work is made of the very 
best material, and will be warranted to give entire 
satisfaction. Tha patronage of the public is res 
pectfully solicited. jyl2:y
J. B. BELL,
GENERAL REAL ESTATE AGENT,
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN,
VTTILL select and enter Lands,locate Land War 
W rants, and buy and sell Real Estato.
Particular attention paid to Conveyancing, Paying 
Taxes, Loaning and Investing Money, and examin 
ing Titles.
Refer to Judge Valey and Eug. Burnand,New 
York; AVm. Dunbar and L. Harper, Mt. Vernon 
Marshall <fc Co.,Bankers, and Geo. Willis A. Gorman’ 
St. Paul, Minn.; Wm. II. Newton, Geo. E. Nettleton’ 
Superior; Wm. Mann Rahway, N. J. May 20. ’
Kand Warrants.
PERSONS having 160 acre Land Warrants, by sondingthem to the undersigned, can have them loaned to pro-omptors of the public lands, at two 
hundred and fifty dollars, payable in one year, se­
cured by the land entered with the warrant.
This is an excellent chance for investment the 
lender being rendered doubly safe, by having the 
benefit of the settlers improvements and selection o 
the finest lands in the West.
JAMES G. CHAPMAN,
June 30. Omaha City, Neb. Ter.
From the Examiner, Norfolk, 1 a
Cephalic Pills accomplish the object for which 
they were made, viz: Cure of Headache in all 
forms.
From the Examiner, Norfolk, Va.
They have been tested in more than a thousand 
cases, with entire success.
From the Democrat, St, Cloud, Minn.
If you are, or have been troubled with the head 
ache,send for a box, (Cephalic Pills,) so that you 
may have them incase of an attack.
From the Advertiser, Providenco, R. I.
The Cephalic Pills are said to be a remarkably 
effective remedy for the headache, and one of the 
very best for that very frequent complaint which 
has ever been discovered
From the Western R. R. Gazette, Chicago, Ill.
We heartily endorse Mr. Spalding, and his unri­
valled Cephalic Pills.
From the Kanawha Valley Star. Kanawha, Va
We are suie that persons suffering with the 
headache, who try them, will stick to them.
From the Southern Path Finder, New Orleans, La
Try them! you that are afflicted, and wc are 
sure that your testimony can be added to the al 
ready numerous list that has received benefits that 
no other medicine can produce.
From theSt Louis Democrat
The immense demand for the article (Cephalic 
Pills) is rapidly increasing.
From the Gazette, Davenport, Iowa,
Mr. Spal ing would not connect his nams with 
an article he did not know to possess real merit.
From the Advertiser, Providence, R. I.
The testimony in their favor is strong, from the 
most respectable quarters.
ETA single bottle of SPALDINGS PREPARED 
GLUE will save ten times its cost annuall
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE !
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 1
SAVE THE PRICES !
ECONOMY ! DISPATCH
IT “A Stitch in Time Saves Nine,”^FJ
As accidents will happen, even in well regula­
ted families, it is very desirable to have some cheap 
and convenient way for repairing Furniture, Toys, 
Crockery, &c.
SPALDING’S PREPARED GLUE 
meets all such emergencies, and no household can 
afford to be without it. It is always ready, and 
up to the sticking point.
“USEFUL IN EVERY HOUSE.”
N. B.—A Brush accompanies each Bottle. Price
25 cents. Address,
HENRY C. SPALDING,






THE high and envied celebrity which these pre­eminent Medicines have acquired for their in­valuable efficacy in all the Diseases which they pro 
fess to cure, has rendered the usual practice of puf­
fing not only unnecessary, hut unworthy of them. 
IN ALL CASES
of Asthma, Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Affec­
tions of the Bladder nnd Kidneys.
BILLI0US FEVERS AND LIVER COMPLAINTS, 
In the South and West, where these diseases pre­
vail. they will be found invaluable. Planters, far­
mers and others, who once use these Medicines, will 
never afterwards be without them.
BILLIOUS COLIC, SEROUS, LOOSNESS, BiLES, 
COSTltENESS. COLDS AND COUGHS, 
CHOLIC, CORRUPT HUMORS, 
DROPSIES.
DrsPF.rsiA —No person with this distressing dis­
ease, should delay using these Medicines immedi­
ately.
Eruptions of tho Skin, Erysipelas, Flatulency.
Fever and Ague.—For this scourgo of tho Wes- 
torn country, these Medicines will he found a safe, 
spoedy and certain remedy. Other medicines leave 
the system subject to a return of the disease; a cure 
by these medicines is permanent
Try thorn. Be satisfied, and be cured.
Foulness of Complexion—
GENERAL DEBILITY, GOUT. GIDDINESS, 
Gravel, Headaches ef every kind, Inward Fever, In- 
flamatory Rheumatism, Impure Blood, Jaun­
dice, Loss of Appetite.
Mercuiual Diseases.—Never fails to eradicate 
entirely all the effects ef Mercury, infinately sooner 
than the most powerful preparation of Sarsaparilla. 
NIGHT SWEATS, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS of 
all kinds, ORGANIC AFFECTIONS.
Piles.—Tho original propiietor of those Medi 
cines was cured of Piles of 35 years’ standing, by 
the use of these Life Medicines alone.
PAINS in tho Head, side, back, Joints and Or­
gans.
Rheumatism.—Those affected with tliis terrible 
disease, will bo sure of relief by the Lifo Medicines 
Rush of Blood to the Head, Scurvy, Salt Rheum 
Swellings.
Scrofula, or Kings’Evil in its worst forms, Uloors 
of every description.
Worms of all kinds are effectually expelled by 
these Medicines. Pnronts will do. well to adminis­
ter them whenever their existense is suspected. Ro-
lief will he certain.
The Life Pills and Phoenix Bitters
PURIFY THE BLOOD,
And thus remove all disease from the system. 
Prepared and sold by 
DS. WILLIAM B. MOFFAT,
335 Broadway, corner of Anthony Street, N. Y. 
For sale by all Druggists. Dec25:y.
CAUTION
A« certain unprincipled persons are attempting canYmon^gstraDge
IS oat il &, Tetley,
No. 136 Wood Street, Pittsburgh,
RIFLE MANUFACTURERS,
IMPORTERS and dealers in double and single bar- relshotguns, sporting apparatus, gun makers ma­terials,hasjustreceived, by Express, direct from the 
manufacturers,asplendidassortment of C.lt’s Repeat­
ing Pistols, four,five and six inch barrels, all of which 
we will sell for cash at ns low prices as they can be 
boughtin theoity of New York. Persons going to 
Australia and California will find that they can do het- 
fcer by purchasing their equipage at home,than they 
ag give persons a chance totc, pain.off on the unsuspecting( 4ryBnyof\ho p^^Xr^rthc cHy^
of my Prepared Glue, I would caution all perBons nd in ca,# of faUure we rftfund thc m )nL 
to examine before purchasing, and see that the full gept. n;tf.
name,
IETSPALDING’3 PREPARED GLUE,43] 
is on theoutside wrapper; all others are swindling 
counterfeits. Feb.26.
Ayer’s Cathartic
J FOR THE CURE OF
Cosfivcness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Di sm~ 
tcry. Foul Stomach, 1-J ysipdas. Headache, Hites, 
Rheumatism, Erupti-.ns and Shin Diseases, l.trtt 
Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors and halt Rheum, 
IVorms, (lout. Neuralgia, as a Dinner I’lll, end ,or 
Huritying the Wood.
They are sugar-coated, so that the rhn-t s, r-i’iyc ecu 
take thenv pleasantly, nnd they arc the best : r< Gent in 
the world for all the purposes ot a f-ndly pbysie.
Prica, 25 cents per Fox; Five boxes for tri.CO.
Great numbers rf Clergymen, rhyshinns, Statesmen, 
and eminent personages, have lent their names to cer­
tify the unparalleled usefulne ss of these* mncedcs, but 
our space here will not permit the insertion of the m. 
The Agents below name-el furnish gratis our A si l itn \ \" 
Almanac, in which they are given; with also fill 
descriptions of Hie aliovc complaints, anel the treatment 
that should be followeei for their cure.
Do not be put off by unprincipled dealers with other 
preparations they make- more- profit, on. De-matul 
Ayer’s, and take no others. The sick want the best 
aiel there is for them, ami they should h.-Ae it-
All our Remedies are for sale by 
t/’-.fr' J. Blanchard, 8. 4V. Lippitt, IV. B. Russoll, 
and by Druggists and dealers everywhere.
Oct30-1y.
FREDERICKTOWN FOIJXDRT.
L. D. RANKIN, Proprietor.
THE subscriber respoctfully informs tbc citizens of Knox and the surrounding counties that ho continues the Foundry Business in Fredericktown, 
Knox county, Ohio, where ho manufactures and 
keeps on hand a general assortment of
COOKING, PARLOR & OFFICE STOVES,
FLOWS OF ALL NLNPS,
And a full stock of TIN and COPPER WARE.
Dinner Bolls, a splendid article, fino toned and ve­
ry cheap, aro made at this establishment.
All work manufactured at my estsblishment will 
be warranted to give entire satisfaction to our cus­
tomers, and will bo sold at prices equally as low if 
not lower than similar articles can be had in Mt.- 
Vernon. The oatronage of the public is solicited, 
marlo L. D. RANKIN.
A CARD.
THE undersigned wishes to say that he is still at the old Stand on High Street, West of the R. R. Depot known as the Furlong Foundry, which is now* 
in full operation. lie is ready to greet all his old 
riends and patrons with a pleasant smile, a warm 
shake of the hand, social chat and then furnish them1 
with any thing in the lino of business they are to 
he supplied with at this place. The same business 
is contfimed hero as you will seo by advertisement.- 
Come on Farmers and all others and support home 
industry. M. C. FURLONG.
F URLONG~FOUN DRY.




Mount Vernon Iron Harvester,
THE most simple in construction nnd psrfeet in’ its operation, the lightest in draft, and least lia­ble to get out of ordor of any in use. Now if far­
mers of Knox and adjoining Counties wish to save" 
MONEY, HORSE FLESH AND TIME, 
Come and try
FURLONG FOUNDRY,
Manufactures of .Mowers and Reapers, and theabove 
representations will be realized or no sale. Also, 
Sugar JMiHs willi B. D. Evans’
PATENT EVAPORATOR,
Patented March 20th, 1860. These mills are heavy 
cast iron, and by use, proved last fall to be unex­
celled by any in these parts; and as for the Evapora­
tor, it is the best adapted to the busincss.of any 
pattent yet in use, and is so constructed, that tho 
furnace part serves for a stove, fora kitchenorcook- 
ing vegetables for stock, and all itsadvantagesover 
others for convenience, has to be seen and "used to 
be properly appreciated. Those wishing to pur­
chase will be but wise to examine this before buy­
ing elsewhere.
Also, THRASHING MACHINES, all of the va­
rious styles and descriptions made andrepaired that 
was formerly made here. Also, Plows and Plow 
Shares, Wholesale and Retail; of the Long Plow, 
right and left from No. 1 to No. 5; Riser right and 
left; Crist do.; Hutchison left. The Mt. Vernon 
Iron right, left, and the Clipper and Combination 
Plow with tho Steel Mole Board, Double Shovels, 
Ac., Ac. Also Scrapers with cast points, an cxcel- 
lentarticle. Also, Castings,Machinery, Ac.to order.- 
S. DAVIS & CO.
Apr24. M. C. Furlong. Gen. Ag’t.
W. P. COOKE St CO.,
WHOLESALE dealers IK
Leather, Hides and Oil,
SHOE FINDJNGS,-
SHBBP PELTS AND Wo6l.
.Vo. 35 Water Strut,
CLHVIitA.YD, OHIO.
;£©"* Partioular attention paid to orders, 
w. p. COOKE. h. dhEis
Oleveland April
G.M.FAY. J feS-Justice’s Blanks for s ale at tho Banner Office.
1 money. 
B0WN& TETLEY.
CALL and see those nice and ch eap Sugars,before ! purchasing elsewhere, at the Old Corner.Feb. 26, ’61.
